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2.1 Glossary of Terms  

Term Definition  

Foundation Organisations              

Support structure or infrastruc-
ture        

The Scottish Arts Council has a commitment to these organisa-

tions, in principle, for five years from 2007. The Scottish Arts 

Council uses the following criteria to define the characteristics 

of Foundation Funding;  

That the organisations funded have a distinctive and unique role 

in relation to the art form, policy priority and/or place.   

The organisations will be required to work towards achieving 

and maintaining high standards in all of their activities, artisti-

cally and managerially.     

References in this report to a support structure or an infrastruc-

ture are referring to the essential fabric of facilities and services 

needed for a community to exist. In the arts this can mean 

spaces for the production and experience of art, as well as the 

administration, support and promotion of these services. 
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3 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

3.1 INTRODUCTION  

3.1.1 A feasibility study was commissioned by the Scottish Arts Council in October 2006 to review the exist-

ing development and support structure for Live Art in Scotland and to advocate a strategy for improve-

ment, and outline recommendations that could potentially sustain and develop this infrastructure in the 

future.   

3.1.2 Live Art is a dynamic and exciting area of practices that range across the visual arts, dance, theatre and 

music. It is commonly agreed that its origins are in the Dada and Surrealist movements of the early 

twentieth century and Performance Art of the late 1950s through to the 1970s. It arose as a common 

term in the 1980s to describe Performance Art, but its meanings have continued to evolve1. Like many   

contemporary terms used in art, there are in fact a multiplicity of uses of the term ‘Live Art’ and rigor-

ous debate about its definitions and applications.2 This study was commissioned to investigate how this 

area of work is currently being supported in Scotland, and in particular to establish if there is evidence 

to indicate that the current support infrastructure might be enhanced or developed.  

3.1.3 The Scottish Arts Council outlined the aims of the project in relationship to its Corporate Aim: ‘to sup-

port artists and arts organisations in Scotland to fulfil their creative and business potential.’  

3.1.4 The specific objectives of the research were identified as:  

 

To assess existing approaches and models that support both emerging and more established Live Art 

practitioners.  

 

To identify any existing examples and to recommend good practice from other countries, for example 

the work of support agencies such as the Live Art Development Agency and New Work Network.  

 

To recommend improvements that will enhance the existing development and support structure for Live 

Art, taking into account the nature of this artform.  

 

To identify any existing organisations that could potentially develop their role in supporting Live Art in 

Scotland.  

                                                          

 

1,  2  For an introduction to the history of Live Art as a term see: 
http://www.joshuasofaer.com/texts/exhibit_wila.html

 

2  Beware Live Art: http://www.channel4.com/culture/microsites/A/art_show/live_art/index.html

 

http://www.joshuasofaer.com/texts/exhibit_wila.html
http://www.channel4.com/culture/microsites/A/art_show/live_art/index.html
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3.1.5 This report is comprised of a number of interconnected chapters that assess the capacity of the current 

support infrastructure and its limitations.    

3.1.5 Methodology  

Due to the complexities surrounding the definition of Live Art and because it is not specifically funded 

by the Scottish Arts Council, it was agreed that for the purposes of the study the following working 

definition of Live Art:3 would be used:  

‘A descriptive term used to locate work that often exists across disciplines such as dance, theatre and 

the visual arts and which is characterised by a focus on an often time-bound but direct audience experi-

ence of a work of art.’  

3.1.7 A three phased approach was employed for this study using both primary and secondary research mate-

rials. The first phase involved working closely with the Scottish Arts Council’s Live Art Research Steer-

ing Group, identifying key arts professionals involved actively in the presentation, production, promo-

tion, funding and teaching of Live Art in Scotland. The selected participants were duly invited to be in-

terviewed for the study. Additionally an online survey addressing resources and support systems for 

Live Art in Scotland was placed on the Scottish Arts Council website. The online survey was distributed 

with an introductory letter via a number of mailing lists such as: New Work Network, Artsadmin Digest, 

New Moves International (NMI) and the Visual Arts and Galleries Association (VAGA). These organi-

sations were kind enough to forward the survey to those on their mailing lists. The survey was also ad-

vertised on the Hi Arts Bulletin Board, in The List publication and at a breakfast seminar session of the 

National Review of Live Art (NRLA).4 In addition to initiating the primary research, this stage also in-

volved significant secondary research. Analysis was undertaken of the international context for the de-

velopment of Live Art, models of innovations in the field, the current policy and funding environment in 

Scotland and lastly a brief comparison of grants awarded between 2005 -2007 by both the Scottish Arts 

Council and Arts Council England, to explore investment in Live Art.  

3.1.8 The second phase involved detailed analysis of the collected primary data. The principles applied to the 

analysis of data were consistent across both the online survey and the interviews. In each case the analy-

sis focused on the major emergent themes and priorities, and these were synthesised where possible into 

significant findings, whilst also retaining a measure of the diversity of responses. The detailed statistical 

breakdown of responses to questions from the online survey was used to cross reference major findings 

of the interviews. Through this process, common responses such as the need for more spaces to present 

and develop Live Art were identified. The findings of the primary research were used to inform further 

secondary research into relevant fields of enquiry. For example the diverse uses of the term ‘Live Art’ 

led us to search for an expanded definition that might work for a majority of practitioners. This research 

contributed to our understanding the current capacity for Scottish based organisations and individuals to 

                                                          

 

3   This definition was used to introduce both the online survey and the questionnaire. 

4  NRLA breakfast session are open to all artists and the festival invited 13Strand to present the aims a 
nd objectives of the study. 
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take forward specific recommendations for the development of Live Art.  A workshop was convened to 

test the interim findings of the study and met at Tramway in Glasgow on 27th March 2007. It consisted 

of ten invited attendees from the sector, including artists, organisations, funders and support agencies, 

and offered a discursive space to test challenges and opportunities that had been identified at a prelimi-

nary stage of research.  

3.1.9 The final phase developed the study findings into clearly defined outcomes and recommendations.  

3.2 LIVE ART IN SCOTLAND  

3.2.1 Live Art as a Cultural Strategy  

3.2.2 Key secondary research informed by the early primary research findings and briefings with the Scottish 

Live Art Research Steering Group, explored the infrastructure for Live Art in Scotland in relationship to 

existing cultural policy and development models elsewhere, particularly in England. Out of that research 

emerged the need to look at an expanded definition of Live Art.  

3.2.3 Live Art has emerged from the study as a prescient response to the changing perspectives on art and 

how it is both created and experienced in contemporary culture. On the basis of responses to the online 

survey, the consultations and through desk research into uses of the term ‘Live Art’ across the taxono-

mies of education, cultural production and mediation, it was concluded that Live Art it is not a simple 

artform. Therefore recommendations for its future support should reflect the fact that Live Art occurs 

across disciplines as a way of making cultural interventions in a range of strategic contexts including for 

example, visual art, dance and theatre. An expanded definition opens up the possible landscapes in 

which Live Art might develop and diversify. A definition that has been developed by the Live Art De-

velopment Agency and the Scottish Arts Council might use is:   

‘ The term Live Art is not a description of an artform or discipline, but a cultural strategy to include 

experimental processes and experiential practices that might otherwise be excluded from established 

curatorial, cultural and critical frameworks. Live Art is a framing device for a catalogue of approaches 

to the possibilities of  liveness by artists who chose to work across, in between, and at the edges of more 

traditional artistic forms5.’   

Live Art Development Agency 6  

3.2.4 In addition to this expanded definition, the secondary research into Live Art in Scotland found a number 

of significant strategic opportunities that are unique to Live Art practitioners in Scotland.       

                                                          

 

6  For more about Live Art as a cultural strategy see 
http://www.thisisliveart.co.uk/about_us/index.html

 

http://www.thisisliveart.co.uk/about_us/index.html
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3.2.5 Opportunities  

 

Live Art is strategically aligned with the Scottish Arts Council and Creative Scotland7 priori-

ties for investment and is identified in the current arts policy documents for visual arts.  

 

Scotland currently hosts one of the world’s premier festivals of Live Art, The National Re-

view of Live Art.  

 

Live Art in Scotland currently benefits from infrastructure support from the British Council 

Scotland, Arts Council England and the Scottish Arts Council. This includes investment in 

Scottish live artists presenting their work internationally and during the British Council Ed-

inburgh Festival Showcase, Arts Council England Grants for artists presenting work at the 

National Review of Live Art and for cross border touring initiatives and the Scottish Arts 

Council investment in the current infrastructure.  

 

There are a number of models across key development areas that could be adopted for use in 

a Scottish context. These are: mentoring and artist development; models of commissioning; 

networking and partnership building.  

 

There are innovative models that already have the capacity to support Scottish development 

of Live Art including Live Art UK and New Work  Network.   

3.2.6 Challenges 
Set against these opportunities, the research also identified a number of significant challenges, 

and these are:  

 

Live Art is not currently identified as a sector in need of priority status for sustainable devel-

opment.  

 

Without a strong lobbyist (within influential institutions such as the Scottish Arts Council) 

working for a greater national and international role for Live Art in the cultural development 

of Scotland, there is a risk that it will remain a marginal concern.  

 

There are currently no ‘Foundation organisations’ whose role is focused on the development 

and support of Live Art. Tramway and Dundee Contemporary Arts (DCA) are foundation 

organisations who have a wider remit, but are significant to the infrastructure for Live Art in 

Scotland. New Moves International Ltd is however flexibly funded by the Scottish Arts 

Council with a  current commitment in place until 2009. The Centre for Contemporary Arts 

(CCA) is currently funded by the Scottish Arts Council, but is undergoing a period of transi-

tion and the ongoing funding continues to be monitored. 

                                                          

 

7  Creative Scotland is the name of the proposed new development agency for the arts and creative indus-
tries in Scotland. 
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On the evidence supplied it appears that there are a number of disadvantages live artists in 

Scotland face in terms of raising money to fund their activity. These include:  

 

No obvious signposting that Live Art is eligible for funding 

 

A low threshold of expectation in terms of money available for research 

 

A low threshold of expectation in terms of what money is available to fund 

projects.  

 

Live Art practitioners in Scotland do not appear to have the resource base to compete with 

artists elsewhere in the UK, who benefit from better access to funding.   

 

Each of the following four modes of cultural benefit – social, product, service and value – 

raise issues that constitute a major challenge to the development of the infrastructure of Live 

Art in Scotland and need to be addressed, in order to transform the sector.  

3.2.7 Consultation on Live Art in Scotland  

3.2.8 During the consultation process a representative body of fifty four individuals working independently 

and within the contexts of organisations, whose activity might be described as Live Art or understood 

their work to be in some way defined in relation to Live Art in a Scottish context) were interviewed. 

Those interviewed included: artists, producers, promoters, development agencies, funders, curators and 

educators, and  responded to a series of questions about their work and current resources, the challenges 

associated with developing Live Art and the improvements they felt would best develop the current pro-

vision.  

3.2.9 Opportunities  
A number of opportunities were identified during the consultation for the development of Live Art in 

Scotland. These are:  

 

Strong urban centres of practice in Glasgow, Edinburgh and Dundee that could lead to the 

development of Live Art.  

 

A growing number of spaces are interested in exploring Live Art (theatres, galleries and the 

public realm).  

 

Live Art could be a priority within the Scottish Arts Council policy.  

 

There are Scottish based Live Art professionals with the capacity to lead networks and pro-

fessional development.  

 

Live Art in Scotland could be world class and promoted more dynamically.    
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3.2.10 Challenges  

A number of issues identified in the consultation might be considered as detrimental to the development 

of Live Art in Scotland. These are:  

 

The Scottish Arts Council is perceived by some as failing to offer equity of provision for the 

diverse idioms of Live Art or performance in comparison with other more established prac-

tices that are easier to evaluate.   

 

There are obstacles associated with an absence of administrative professional support, such 

as producers, project managers and promoters. When professional opportunities arose it was 

often difficult for artists to capitalise on such opportunities.  

 

The support of flexible producers or the opportunity to become associated artists of organisa-

tions with resource capacity was identified as being very scarce in Scotland. Artists are cur-

rently forced to import expertise from elsewhere, in particular from England.  

 

A summary of the challenges based on the consultation and discussed at the workshop are:  

 

A fragmented infrastructure with no identified lead agency  

 

A scarcity of production and presentation spaces  

 

At current investment levels, there is no capacity for practice development  

 

Lack of peer to peer support networks and professional development for individu-

als and organisations 

 

Live Art appears to have a low profile in Scotland  

3.2.11 Key findings   

3.2.12 The consultation phase highlighted the fragmented nature of the current infrastructure for supporting the 

development of Live Art in Scotland. It also suggested that Live Art is perceived as a challenging prac-

tice to support, as it questions the orthodox structures of more traditional institutions.  However, the 

consultation phase also produced strong potential ideas and opportunities to meet these challenges and 

to grow the capacity for the presentation and production of Live Art in Scotland, across a variety of sites   

3.2.13 There is no designated development body that venues or organisations who occasionally present Live 

Art can approach for curatorial expertise and logistical support. Live Art, however, is seen as a critical 

component of Scotland's cultural heritage.  

3.2.14 Live Art is not currently a sustainable career for many artists in Scotland and suffers from a low profile. 

Real investment is required before artists can produce quality work for national and international audi-

ences.   
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3.2.15 There are no tailored Scottish Arts Council development schemes for live artists. The support structures 

that exist for live artists are under resourced. There is social capital8 and people with cultural expertise 

in Live Art in Scotland could be better utilised. Artists are currently developing their own support infra-

structures to assist each other.  

3.2.16 Current funding of Live Art is not exemplary and is characterised by under investment in individual 

artists who struggle to sustain themselves. The Scottish Arts Council tends to be the sole source of pub-

lic investment. The relationship between artists and funders could be more mutually supportive. In par-

ticular the Scottish Arts Council could transform the perception of its funding as being too traditional in 

its priorities and embrace a more flexible approach to supporting contemporary artistic practice and 

processes.  

3.2.17 The geographic distribution of Live Art in Scotland is underdeveloped. Currently Live Art activity is 

predominantly focused within Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Dundee. There is no strategy to de-

velop a more dynamic distribution mechanism.   

3.2.18 Festivals are opportunities to profile world class Live Art in Scotland. They offer quality provision, but 

usually only for a limited period of time. The NRLA has a strong national and international media pro-

file. After 2010, the long-term legacy of the NRLA is uncertain and this has an impact on the develop-

ment of Live Art in Scotland. Live Art struggles to gain a profile at the Edinburgh Festival.  

3.2.19 The study revealed that many live artists in Scotland believe Scottish Arts Council has a major role to 

play in advocating an enhanced profile for and the development of Live Art in Scotland. There are vari-

ous opportunities that could be taken to allow a partnership approach to developing support structures 

for Live Art in Scotland.   

3.2.20 Online Survey  

3.2.21 The Live Art online survey for the Scottish Arts Council was advertised through key media including as 

mentioned previously, the Hi Arts Bulletin Board, The List, online lists serving the Live Art sector and 

through the contacts of both the Scottish Arts Council and 13Strand. This activity targeted those who 

were not invited to participate on one to one interviews, but who otherwise satisfied the criteria of being 

engaged with the production and distribution of Live Art in Scotland. The online survey findings repli-

cated many of the issues and trends that were identified through the consultations. Key challenges iden-

tified in the online survey can be summarised as:  

1  Profile of Live Art in Scotland 

2  Few opportunities for recent graduates and emerging artists 

3  Limited partner funding 

4 Limited dedicated professional development opportunities 

5 Capacity of current venues to present work 

                                                          

 

8   Social Capital is understood in this context to be the attitude, spirit and willingness of people to engage 
in collective, civic activities. 
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3.2.22 The online survey results reflected the infrastructural needs expressed in the consultation phase. The 

online survey results suggest 9 key areas of provision that might be considered as critical to future de-

velopment:  

1  Enhanced funding opportunities 

2  Artist development agency 

3 Studio space 

4 Residencies  

5  Presentation opportunities 

6 Specialist advisors to the Scottish Arts Council 

7  Advocacy for Live Art in Scotland 

8  International opportunities 

9  Artist workshops  

3.2.23 The Workshop  

3.2.24 The Workshop offered a space for 8 invited professionals who had participated in the interviews and 

two representatives from the Scottish Arts Council to reflect on the interim study findings. The focus 

was to understand the key opportunities and challenges for the development of Live Art in Scotland. 

The workshop endorsed many of the findings across both the consultation and online survey and also 

provided the context to address the complexity of defining Live Art and developing solutions to support 

its evolution.   

3.2.25 Some of the issues that came out of the workshop included the notion that despite the curatorial tensions 

between NRLA and other arenas for Live Art, it represented an opportunity to build  international net-

works and broker opportunities for Scottish live artists. In terms of a potential advocacy agenda it was 

suggested that a campaign could perhaps update perceptions of what Live Art offers to audiences. To 

build internal connectivity and nurture better sector partnerships, through a regular forum at an event 

such as NRLA for the Scottish Arts Council officers, other funders, artists and promoters was also pro-

posed.  

3.2.26 Additional development opportunities such as surgeries for artists focusing on specific needs such as 

marketing, licensing and insurance were suggested as vital to professionally support live artists and the 

specific issues of their practice. Improved access to the Scottish Arts Council was also highlighted, par-

ticularly for many emerging artists. To grow the capacity of the sector in Scotland a consortia rather 

than a development agency was proposed, and this could act as a strategic voice across artforms, per-

haps creating some commissions that explore challenges to presenting Live Art in Scotland. It was 

agreed that an agency might play a more intimate role in supporting the vision of artists and negotiating 

their commissions, residencies and other professional opportunities.   

3.2.27 To facilitate these opportunities the workshop agreed that there were at least five    

challenges that would need overcoming.   
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1 Navigating the existing infrastructure was seen as a challenge, with no clear point of focus.   

2 An absence of transitional opportunities for recent graduates wishing to continue Live Art prac-

tices.  

3 An absence of dynamic producers offering the level of support available in England, through 

organisations such as Artsadmin.  

4 Little scope for ambitious projects, particularly those initiated by artists.  

5 There are no strategic incentives that risk programming Live Art in an ecology defined by 

scarce resources.  

3.3 RECOMMENDATIONS  

3.3.1 Based on the research findings, 10 recommendations for the Scottish Arts Council that could potentially 

improve the support infrastructure for Live Art are outlined. The following is a synopsis of these options 

and the actions needed to implement these options.  

3.3.2 Option 1: Signpost the current development and support of Live Art in Scotland.  

3.3.3 The primary suggestion is that the Scottish Arts Council needs to be clearer about its support of Live 

Art, for example by highlighting its support on its website in a special project area. The website has nu-

merous references to Live Art that can be found using the search engine, but an edited section could bet-

ter illustrate the ways in which it supports Live Art. These could include case studies of recipients of 

awards, such as Generator and Embassy9, feedback and perhaps podcasts10 from the NRLA archive.  

3.3.4 Action 
Create a project space on the Scottish Arts Council’s website that highlights investment in Live 
Art with links to key organisations and support networks open to Scottish Artists.  

Initiate opportunities for the sector and the Scottish Arts Council to share their knowledge and 
priorities.  

3.3.5 Option 2: Place a strategy for Live Art at the heart of the arts policy for Creative Scotland.  

3.3.6 To consolidate current investment in the Live Art infrastructure in Scotland and to ensure that Live Art 

has a key role to play in the artform policies that underpin the delivery of Creative Scotland, it is essen-

tial that Live Art is located within those policies. Visibility at policy level generates confidence both in-
                                                          

 

9  For more information about these two artist run visual arts spaces that support a range of contemporary 
Live Art see; http://www.generatorprojects.co.uk/  and http://www.embassygallery.co.uk/

 

10  NRLA has used new media technologies to produce and distribute audio recordings from artists at the 
festival. 

http://www.generatorprojects.co.uk/
http://www.embassygallery.co.uk/
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ternally and externally. An action plan has to be supported by a commitment to delivery and resources 

and the following plan is only feasible if artform departments own the actions.    

3.3.7 Action   
Establish a development team across artforms in the Scottish Arts Council to develop, lead and 
implement strategy and an action plan for Live Art.  

Revise policy documents to include the consistent use of Live Art and ensure that Live Art is iden-
tified as a priority development area in the transition to Creative Scotland.   

Include Live Art as a category of activity on funding applications.  

3.3.8 Option 3: Encourage risk and innovation in Live Art.  

3.3.9 Live Art practices that embrace risk and innovation should be supported. Whilst undertaking the re-

search the consultants have become aware that there are innovations in place in Scotland such as the use 

of podcasts to extend the audience of the NRLA, but there are no incentives for others to replicate and 

improve upon these. This is an opportunity for Creative Scotland to champion this unique field of prac-

tice. It could also help reduce the number of artists who may leave Scotland in order to sustain their 

work and also encourage curators to risk presenting work.  

3.3.10 Action 
Commission a media campaign celebrating the history of innovation and risk in Scottish Per-
formance called Only in Scotland.  

Encourage open ended professional development applications11 that focus more on the develop-
ment of artistic processes, rather than product and production.   

Encourage models for presenting work in new contexts.  

3.3.11 Option 4: Invest in spaces for production and presentation of work.   

3.3.12 This is the highest priority for those producing Live Art in Scotland. Artists have been supported by 

both CCA and Tramway with spaces for production, but resources are limited. There is an urgent need 

to invest in spaces for production and presentation. Although the need for production space does differ 

from the need for presentation space, the issues are linked and should be considered as a single priority.   

3.3.13 Action   
Increase the provision of spaces for the production of Live Art.  

                                                          

 

11  A number of significant and successful bursary schemes in England allow the recipient to explore their 
practice free from the constraints of producing a specific work of art. In a sense they focus on creating opportuni-
ties for creative innovation and career changes and evaluation. 
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Increase the current capacity of organisations presenting Live Art and diversify into new contexts.    

Galleries with a monoculture of presentation need to be supported through focused development.    

Create a regional strategy to grow the audience for Live Art.    

Create a support mechanism of practical and curatorial advice.  

3.3.14 Option 5: Support network initiatives enabling core sector providers to lead on national develop-
ment.  

3.3.15 To support the delivery of this action plan it is critical that the sector continues to take responsibility for 

its future development, both nationally and internationally. There is considerable expertise in Scotland 

in the support and development of Live Art.   

3.3.16 However, as there are no formal mechanisms of communication, joined up thinking and strategic plan-

ning is unlikely. This situation needs rectifying if Live Art in Scotland is to be seen as mature and future 

facing. It must avoid insularity and be more inclusive in its ambitions. Initiatives, with the support of 

those with experience in the field, that aim to develop new networks should be encouraged.  

3.3.17 Action 
Establish LIVE SCOTLAND as a forum and network, organised by funded organisations working 
with Live Art and extending out to others who are interested in future development.    

Fund this group to initiate joint networking activity nationally and internationally.   

Encourage better use of existing network opportunities such as New Work Network.  

3.3.18 Option 6: Create a series of high profile bursaries for Scottish live artists  

3.3.19 Facilitated bursary schemes12 are proven to have immense benefits for developing artists. We have dis-

cussed a number of models that can be adapted to work in Scotland. These bursaries should be self de-

termined, but structured around a facilitated mentoring relationship. The bursary should be able to sus-

tain the individual for at least one year and include provision for national and international travel. This 

is an opportunity to grow the capacity of artists and the organisation(s) that facilitates the scheme. We 

would advise the management of such a scheme is put out to tender.  

3.3.20 Action   
Invite tenders to design and manage a Scottish Live Art bursary scheme.  

3.3.21 Option 7: Nurture emerging talent through LIVE STREAMS fund selected by sector leaders. 

                                                          

 

12  For more information and an appraisal of a facilitated bursary see: 
http://www.thisisliveart.co.uk/pdf_docs/OnetoOneAppraisal.pdf

 

http://www.thisisliveart.co.uk/pdf_docs/OnetoOneAppraisal.pdf
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3.3.22 Although those working in the field of Live Art have benefited from Creative Scotland awards and 

awards from artform funds, a new award for those exploring emerging practices within Live Art, such as 

networked performances, bioart, socially engaged practice etc., would be welcome. This would also be 

an opportunity for sector leaders to mix with leading Scottish artists on a selection team, and would also 

be a productive context to initiate critical dialogue. This scheme could also be put out to tender.  

3.3.23 Action   
Create and promote a LIVE STREAMS award.   

Convene selection group composed of curators, producers and artists.  

3.3.24 Option 8: Consolidate international markets for Scottish Live Art  

3.3.25 Live Art should be a cornerstone of an international strategy as it has had a leading role in the charac-

terisation of Scotland as both a resource and facilitator of international work of outstanding quality. At 

an international level, New Moves International and Tramway in particular could have a greater role to 

play in exchanging the best of Scottish culture with the world, thus enabling Scottish Artists to reach the 

essential markets that can sustain their practices.  

3.3.26 Action  
Ensure that Live Art is core to the delivery of the Scottish Arts Council and British Council Scot-
land’s international strategy.  

Enable key providers to build their International capacity, particularly through encouraging co-
commissioning partnerships.  

Set up International residencies for Live Art using Scottish host venues with existing capacity and 
become partners in programmes that could be extended to incorporate Scottish artists.  

3.3.27 Option 9: Support independent producers specialising in cross platform practices.  

3.3.28 With limited permanent infrastructure, the role of the independent producer is essential to the capacity 

building of the sector. The study highlighted the fact that a number of artists needed support to adminis-

trate and deliver complex partnerships and projects. Additionally, the role of the independent producer 

can be seen as an enabler at a curatorial level. Both of these different producer roles should be supported 

and developed as part of a flexible and dynamic infrastructure.  

3.3.29 Action   
Continue to encourage those working in Live Art to apply for the CreativeProducer Awards.  

Encourage and advise producers on how to establish themselves as  independent companies with a 
mixed portfolio of clients.  
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3.3.30 Option 10: Create an evaluation framework to measure impact of investment.  

3.3.31 No action plan should be approved without a clear agenda for its evaluation. The above recommenda-

tions may not all be prioritized, but the rationale for those that are should be clearly established. It is es-

sential that the recommendations are given a timeframe for successful implementation, initially for a pe-

riod of three years. It would be prudent to assess the impact of these actions on the infrastructure that 

supports the development of Live Art in Scotland. This evaluation should be put out to tender when the 

Scottish Arts Council has considered how it might act on the recommendations made in the study.  

3.3.32 Action   
Evaluate the options suggested and agree a plan of delivery.   

Tender for an evaluation process of the agreed action plan.   
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4 INTRODUCTION  

4.0.1 The Scottish Arts Council is one of the main channels of funding for arts in Scotland. The Scottish Arts 

Council is funded by the Scottish Government and is responsible for the distribution of National Lottery 

funding for the arts in Scotland.   

4.1 The Project  

4.1.1 A project document was made public by the Scottish Arts Council in October 2006. This document out-

lined the proposed scope of a research study to outline recommendations to improve the infrastructure 

and support for Live Art in Scotland.   

4.1.2 Without predetermining the methodology of the proposed research, the Scottish Arts Council suggested 

what might be understood as Live Art, quoting from documents in the public realm, and identified key 

stakeholders. The document also stated the aims, objectives and required outcomes from the study.  

4.2 Aims 
To identify if there is a need for a recognized infrastructure that can respond strategically to new artists, 

practices and ideas.  

4.3 Objectives  

 

To assess existing approaches and models that support both emerging and developing Live 

Art practitioners.  

 

To identify any existing examples and to recommend good practice from other countries, for 

example the work of support agencies such as the Live Art Development Agency and New 

Work Network.   

 

To recommend improvements that will enhance the existing development and support struc-

ture for Live Art, taking into account the nature of this art form.  

 

To identify any existing organisations that could potentially develop their role in supporting 

Live Art in Scotland.  

4.4 Outcomes   

 

A written report for use by the Scottish Arts Council and others as required.  

 

A feedback workshop to the Scottish Arts Council and others.  

 

Presentation of the final report to the Scottish Arts Council and others.   
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4.5 Scope of the Project  

4.5.1 Primarily the central and consistent premise of the study has been to let the sector speak for itself. The 

development of Live Art in Scotland’s infrastructure should be a sustainable vision of its future needs.   

4.5.2 The research aims and objectives were outlined within the broader context of the Scottish Arts Coun-

cil’s development and support infrastructures for new artists, practices and ideas. The study specifically 

aimed to identify issues that limit the development of Live Art and investigate whether any identified 

limitations are due to a lack of infrastructure.   

4.6 Approach  

4.6.1 To make an effective and robust assessment of the development needs of Live Art in Scotland, emphasis 

has been placed on creating a dialogue with identified arts professionals with investment and expertise 

in this area of practice, those associated with its funding and those who have selected themselves as in-

terested parties through the online survey. These included; artists, producers, promoters, development 

agencies, funders, curators, critics and educators.   

4.7 Methodology  

4.7.1 The study delineates clearly into primary and secondary research. The primary research has focused on 

face to face consultation. To extend this dialogue and grow the base of qualitative information an online 

survey was also designed to reach the wider ‘Live Art’ community. This was advertised on the Scottish 

Arts Council Website from 7 February 2007 to 18 March 2007. The secondary sources desk research 

has focused on cultural policy, investment in Live Art in a variety of International contexts and addi-

tional background material into models of innovation and the capacity of the current infrastructure for 

Live Art in Scotland.  

4.7.2 The first phase of the primary research was characterised by making contact with the Live Art commu-

nity. This included distributing flyers at the NRLA at Tramway, presenting the aims of the study at the 

NRLA breakfast session, advertising the online survey in The List magazine and on the Hi-Arts Bulletin 

Board, and promoting the online survey through specialists contact lists such as, VAGA, Artsadmin e-

digest and New Work Network13, NMI and 13strand.   

4.7.3 During the first phase, 54 individuals were interviewed who had been identified as being representative 

of the professional interests of those working in the field of Live Art in Scotland. The majority of the in-

terviews were conducted face-to-face, with a small number conducted over the phone.    

4.7.4 To inform the design of the online survey the following documents were consulted: Visual Arts and 

Galleries Association (VAGA) members survey regarding future support mechanisms and professional 

development opportunities for curators in the UK; research into the impact and legacy of the 2006 

Navigate festival of Live Art in Newcastle; research commissioned by Arts Council England into the 

                                                          

 

13 We were able to use the above member lists due to the kind cooperation of the organisations above.  
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impact of Live Art Development Agency and Artsadmin bursary programmes; and Focus Live Art14, a 

study led by the Live Art Development Agency on the infrastructure for Live Art in England.  

4.7.5 The questions were designed to be flexible, but specific enough to stimulate useful responses regardless 

of individual roles. It was submitted in draft form to the Scottish Arts Council and signed off for use at 

the NRLA. The questions can be grouped to form the following matrix of focus:   

 

‘You and Your Work’ 

 

Current Situation 

 

Future Development   

4.7.6 These questions were designed to solicit subjective perceptions across a range of interconnected issues 

including;   

 

Composition of the Live Art sector 

 

Current support structures 

 

Current funding  

 

Geographic and demographic nature of Live Art in Scotland 

 

Profile of Live Art in Scotland and the role of festivals 

 

Priority areas 

 

Key opportunities 

 

Current challenges  

4.7.7 The online survey opened the study to a wider field of participants in the Live Art Community in Scot-

land and was designed to collect both statistical data and qualitative perspectives. It was promoted on 

the Scottish Arts Council website and launched to coincide with the opening week of the NRLA.   

4.7.8 The second phase involved interrogation of the primary research materials including the data analysis of 

the online survey, examination of the transcriptions and recordings of interviews. This activity was sup-

plemented by secondary research that defined the nature of the current funding environment and identi-

fied comparative data that might demonstrate the relative scale of investment in the support and infra-

structure for Live Art in Scotland.  

4.7.9 Data Analysis  
The principles applied to the analysis of data were consistent across both the online survey and the in-

terviews. In each case the analysis focused on the major emergent themes and priorities and these were 

synthesised where possible into significant findings, whilst retaining a measure of the diversity of re-

sponses. The detailed statistical breakdown of responses to questions in the online survey was used to 

cross reference major findings of the interviews. Through this process common responses such as the 

need for more spaces to present and develop Live Art were identified. The findings of the primary re-

search were used to inform further secondary research into relevant fields of enquiry. For example, the 

                                                          

 

14  For the full report see: http://www.liveartuk.org/downloads/focus_live_art.pdf

 

http://www.liveartuk.org/downloads/focus_live_art.pdf
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diverse uses of the term Live Art led us to search for an expanded definition that might work for a ma-

jority of practitioners.  

4.7.10 The workshop at Tramway in Glasgow on 27th March 2007 consisted of ten individuals from the sector, 

including artists, organisations, funders and support agencies, and was a central part of the research 

process, allowing the interim findings to be shared and discussed. It also allowed for specific challenges 

and opportunities to be explored and discussion on contemporary definition(s) of Live Art.  

4.7.10 Following the conclusion of the primary and secondary research, the themes that emerged from the find-

ings, in particular the challenges and opportunities for future development of Live Art, informed the ba-

sis of the ten recommendations for the Scottish Arts Council.
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5 LIVE ART IN SCOTLAND  

5.1  Introduction  

5.1.1 This section offers an overview of secondary research into the current support for Live Art in the UK 

with particular reference to its infrastructure in Scotland. It examines Live Art in an international con-

text and specifically explores opportunities and challenges arising from current policy, such as the joint 

Scottish Arts Council and British Council’s International Arts Strategy 2005 -2008. It also reviews the 

current Scottish Arts Council Corporate Plan 2004-2009 and suggests the challenges and opportunities 

that might face those involved in the domain of Live Art during the proposed transition to Creative 

Scotland. This section also proposes that following from the findings of the consultation, online survey 

and desk research, that an expanded definition of Live Art might help diversify the contexts in which it 

can be developed.   

5.1.2 The research suggests that Live Art is both academically and practically at the forefront of cultural pro-

duction. For example, Live Art practices at Tramway might be said to be a dynamic influence on the 

work of the National Theatre of Scotland. Academic courses such as those taught at Royal Scottish 

Academy of Music and Dance (RSAMD) are very prestigious and are nurturing talented new artists and 

critics. Scotland is uniquely positioned to champion this cultural phenomenon. However, in the public 

documents of the Scottish Arts Council, Live Art remains a ‘shadow’ in terms of the cultural value it 

appears to have within current policy. It simply does not have a high cultural status; perhaps because it 

is difficult to define, challenges orthodox practices, requires investment in risk and is demanding of its 

audiences.  

‘Live Art isn’t just about an aesthetic practice. It’s about a set of philosophical ideas and in order to 

enact those ideas one needs to take control and be able to work with structure.’  

International producer  

5.1.3 Cultural contexts for the presentation of art are changing rapidly and there is an immense and engaging 

array of writing15 on Live Art and performance art which illustrates why this area of practice is currently 

so vital to new strategies for audience participation and engagement across diverse artforms. Simply 

stated Live Art not as an artform, like Literature, but a way of making cultural interventions in a range 

of strategic contexts including for example, visual art, dance and drama which may have an impact on 

their established traditions of production. It is this flexible framework that makes Live Art interesting to 

artists, by allowing them to be creative in different disciplines and contexts, often using Live Art as tool 

for re-imagining traditional artforms.   

‘So looking at the Live Art as a strategy rather than as a medium in and of itself.’  

Artist   

                                                          

 

15  For an excellent bibliography of works available on Live Art visit: 
http://www.thisisliveart.co.uk/resources/Study_Room/pubs_articles.shtml

 

http://www.thisisliveart.co.uk/resources/Study_Room/pubs_articles.shtml
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5.1.4 Therefore although in the early stages of the study the following definition was used to introduce the 

concept of Live Art: ‘A descriptive term used to locate work that often exists across disciplines such as 

dance, theatre and the visual arts and which is characterised by a focus on an often time-bound but di-

rect audience experience of a work of art.’ 16The range of approaches we have encountered during the 

study supports a more progressive definition advanced by The Live Art Development Agency that Live 

Art is a cultural strategy that enables artists to work in new contexts with live and dynamic audience en-

gagement which challenges orthodox taxonomies of art.   

‘ The term Live Art is not a description of an artform or discipline, but a cultural strategy to include 

experimental processes and experiential practices that might otherwise be excluded from established 

curatorial, cultural and critical frameworks. Live Art is a framing device for a catalogue of approaches 

to the possibilities of liveness by artists who chose to work across, in between, and at the edges of more 

traditional artistic form’  

Live Art Development Agency  

5.2 International Context  

5.2.1 The Scottish Arts Council and British Council Scotland are currently working in partnership to deliver a 

joint International Arts Strategy. This offers a variety of opportunities to those working in Live Art. The 

strategy acknowledges ‘Scottish based artists in all artforms work without geographical boundaries and 

within an international context; this is essential to their continued creative development and many or-

ganisations deliver international activities as part of their existing programme remit.’    

5.2.2 For Scottish live artists working internationally is vital for the ongoing development of their creative 

and business careers.                      

5.2.3  Live Art is increasingly a familiar aspect of the international arts, being presented across diverse events 

such as; Venice Biennale17; Performa in New York; Steirischer Herbst in Graz; Live in Vancouver; 

ANTI festival in Kuopio;  and Live Brits in Berlin. The National Review of Live Art in Glasgow should 

be considered a key part of this landscape but will only remain so if it is supported in the light of grow-

ing international competition. It is the only leading international festival that uses Live Art as part of its 

brand.   

5.2.4 Of the seven aims articulated in the joint strategy the three most prescient to the field of Live Art are: 
                                                          

 

16  We are also supplementing the description currently used by the Scottish Arts Council on its website 
that: ‘Live Art is a multi-media artform involving visual and performance elements that are planned and enacted 
before an audience.’ 

17  The Venice Biennale is held every two years in Venice and is the most famous visual arts festival in the 
world. This year amongst artists present, Sophie Calle and Gelitin are perhaps the most obviously aligned with 
the strategy of Live Art. Performa is an International festival initiated by critic and author Roselee Goldberg who 
pioneered the study of performance art. The Festival of Steirischer Herbst in Graz is a leading European festival 
that explores the borders between performance art and other disciplines such as architecture. The Live festival in 
Vancouver and Anti festival in Kupio are also festivals that commission and present Live Art. Live Brits was a 
recent season of Live Art shown in Hebbel am Ufer Berlin across a number of spaces showcasing British artists. 
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Aim 1: To enable Scottish based artists, promoters and organisations to have an international perspec-

tive and context to work within.  

Aim 3: To develop and sustain networks and relationships in all sectors with international and cultural 

partners based in Scotland and overseas.   

Aim 7: To celebrate Scottish international arts achievements within Scotland and the UK  

5.2.5 The implementation plan of the strategy includes international project support. This encourages ‘strate-

gic artform initiatives, independent artists/arts organisation projects and national initiatives that clearly 

demonstrate:   

 

working in partnership to deliver shared aims and ambitions 

 

working with incoming and outgoing artistic projects of the highest standard 

 

offering both an artistic and  business development opportunity 

 

partnership funding 

 

defining specific demographic targets 

 

ambassadorial projects for Scotland with clear mutuality of benefit.  

5.2.6 The above criterion also refers to cross-border collaborations and networking which is perhaps signifi-

cant in the field of Live Art. The NRLA’s Elevator programme has benefited from consistent investment 

from Arts Council England’s Grants for Arts in recognition of the UK wide impact of the programme. 

Tramway is also a partner in the Breathing Space programme that has developed touring Live Art work 

since 2000 and brought new and innovative works to Scotland, benefiting both Scottish artists and audi-

ences.  

5.2.7 The development of clearly defined funding mechanisms for both independent international projects and 

the research and development of training initiatives for international working are prioritised in the 2007 

- 2008 International Strategy action plan.   

5.2.8 Despite a lack of clear mechanisms for supporting the funding of international work there are important 

aspects of infrastructural support in place.  An example that benefits Scottish live artists is the British 

Council strategy to promote practices in Live Art as some of the most exciting and adaptable to interna-

tional markets.   

5.2.9 The British Council is clear in their support of Live Art and have a substantial presence for practitioners 

on their website. Additionally, Live Art is referenced in the policy for selection of artists to be promoted 

at the Edinburgh Festival: 

‘The programme will showcase artists who are exploring contemporary issues in innovative ways and 

working across the disciplines of new writing, physical and visual theatre, and live art.’18  

                                                          

 

18  See Lois Keidan’s Introduction to Live Art British Council Website: http://www.britishcouncil.org/arts-
drama-and-dance-activities-live-art.htm 

http://www.britishcouncil.org/arts-
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5.2.10 This year celebrates 10 years of the British Council Edinburgh Showcase and builds on the success of 

the 2005 platform which featured numerous live artists. The 2007 programme is described as, ‘[a]n op-

portunity to sow seeds for collaborative UK-international projects and to develop long-term relation-

ships.’ Over 200 handpicked leading international promoters from over 50 countries are invited to the 

event. British Council evaluation in 2005 found that 71% of promoters say the event has allowed them 

to build relationships with UK contacts that will be of significant and long-standing value to their work. 

The event brings £1 million into the UK theatre industry and the British Council also suggests that it is a 

key platform for raising the profile of work in the UK. 

5.2.11 The 2007 programme for the above showcase features a series of key thematic threads, one of which is 

focused on advocacy for Live Art: UK live art comes of age. The 2007 press release explores the busi-

ness opportunity that developed from previous Live Art featured in the festival, including Lone Twin 

who are based in Glasgow and Brighton who, following Edinburgh Showcase 2003, subsequently 

toured widely in Europe and North America. The showcase also includes Scotland's Adrian Howells 

presenting An Audience with Adrienne. 

5.2.12 The 2007 British Council Edinburgh Showcase affirms the  notion that Live Art is a strategy informing 

artists exploring a range of formats and idioms, with works by artists such as, Mem Morrison and Unin-

vited Guests challenging the boundaries of theatre. These works explore how artists across a range of 

media expand and enrich theatre as a discipline, with installations, performances in cars, shops and in 

complete darkness and performances for audiences of one.  

5.2.13  Annually there is also the opportunity for Scottish artists to be featured in the British Council’s Per-

formance in Profile. This currently contains two Scottish based artists, Grace Surman and Adrian  

Howells, who define themselves as live artists. The NRLA is a leading international festival of Live Art 

where producers regularly come to see new work. The British Council has also periodically supported 

the NRLA both strategically and financially to enable its international business development.  In 2007 

the Scottish Arts Council supported the festival with a project grant towards the travel and accommoda-

tion costs for a small delegation of international producers to the festival.  

5.2.14 Although the British Council primarily locates Live Art within Drama it acknowledges that this does not 

contain the full range of activity understood to be Live Art. It states that: ‘Live art spans drama, dance, 

film, technology, music and visual arts and involves a huge range of audience experiences and modes of 

presentation. Thus venues and facilities are often a huge consideration. Certain live art is often more 

appropriately covered by our Visual Arts team.’  

5.2.15 In terms of Scottish international ambition both Tramway and New Moves International are fundamen-

tal currently to partnerships and the development of quality international work. For example, Tram-

way’s partnership with the Arnolfini and the Green Room through their Breathing Space commissions 

with Performance Space in Australia and NRLA touring a selection of artists to Australia in 2006.     
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5.2.16 Summary of Opportunities 

There is evidently a strong synergy between the actual activity occurring in Scotland and that being ex-

ported from Scotland, with the aims of the joint Scottish Arts Council and British Council joint Interna-

tional Arts Strategy. In particular:  

 

Live Art is strategically aligned with the aspirations of supporting Scottish artists working 

in an international arena.  

 

Scotland hosts the NRLA which is widely regarded as one of the most significant festivals 

of Live Art in the world. Both the Scottish Arts Council and the British Council could con-

solidate their investments in the festival.  

5.3 Scottish Context  

5.3.1 The Scottish Arts Council and Scottish Screen made a joint response to the consultation on the Draft 

Culture19Bill (Scotland) 2006 that was published in March 2007. The document addresses specific is-

sues that required clarification during the proposed changes of funding for the arts and creative indus-

tries in Scotland. Broadly, it concurred with the, ‘Bill’s ambition for a new body that provides leader-

ship, authority and inspiration across the creative landscape’ and suggested, ‘It will nurture ambition, 

value risk and innovation, and aim to serve the whole country and all its communities.’  

5.3.2 This study has been commissioned at a momentous time for culture in Scotland and although this 

change has highlighted some concern for the future of Live Art in Scotland, amongst the responses to 

our research it has also been equally seen as an opportunity. It is important to note that the implementa-

tion of the Scottish Arts Council’s Corporate Plan 2004-2009 remains the framework for consolidation 

and growth of the arts infrastructure and transition to Creative Scotland. If Live Art is a cultural strategy 

that is relevant to the arts in Scotland it must be located at this crossroads of cultural change.  

‘As a member of the Federation of Theatre we’re all kind of heavily involved in  lobbying for profes-

sional theatre with Creative Scotland. There’s nobody doing that for Live Art because there’s no infra-

structure, so it’s quite possible that Live Art will not even figure in conversations there.’  

Artist  

5.3.3 The Scottish Arts Council Corporate Plan (2004-2009) has three main aims:  

Aim 1:  To support artists and arts organisations in Scotland to fulfil their creative and business 
potential  
Aim 2: To increase participation in the arts  
Aim 3: To place the arts, culture and creativity at the heart of learning  

5.3.4 These aims centre support on artists and arts organisations reflecting the current role of the Scottish Arts 

Council and Creative Scotland’s future role which will give high priority to nurturing cultural talent.  

                                                          

 

19  A full version of the response is available as a PDF from; http://www.scottisharts.org.uk/

 

http://www.scottisharts.org.uk/
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5.3.5 The Scottish Arts Council has indicated its priorities for 2007-2009. These include four areas that could 

impact on the future development of Live Art. These are:    

Priority 1: Increase the scope and quality of our support to artists  
Priority 2: Secure the foundation of Scotland’s artistic development  
Priority 3: Create flexibility to support the new and the innovative  
Priority 4: Create opportunities for participation in the arts   

5.3.6 Artform Strategies  
The ambitions in the corporate plan will be supported by a one year business plan to be renewed in 

2008. What is significant is that within the present strategies, Live Art is located within the portfolio of 

the Visual Arts. This mirrors the model used in England although they operate using different funding 

principles. As with England other artforms do allude to ‘performance’ which can be interpreted as Live 

Art but this is not explicit.  

5.4 Summary of Strategic Challenges and Opportunities  

5.4.1 Eight Strategic Opportunities 
These are current opportunities for the development and support of Live Art within the present strategic 

context as explored above:  

1.  Internationally Live Art is recognized as a strong emergent market across a number of artforms.   

2.  Live Art has a strong profile within British Council activity in Edinburgh and around the world.  

3.  Live Art offers a context for Scottish artists developing new models of presentation.  

4.  Scotland hosts the NRLA, one of the world’s premier festivals of Live Art.  

5.  Live Art in Scotland currently benefits from infrastructure support from British Council Scot-

land, Arts Council England and the Scottish Arts Council through investments such as; the Brit-

ish Council Edinburgh Showcase, Arts Council England support for the Elevator programme, 

New Work Network and cross border touring, and the Scottish Arts Council funding of both in-

dividuals and organisations engaged in the production and presentation of Live Art in Scotland.  

6.  Live Art is well placed to benefit from increased investment in international activity by the Scot-

tish Arts Council as it has mature networks.  

7.  Live Art is a strategically aligned with the Scottish Arts Council and Creative Scotland priorities 

for investment and is identified in the current arts policy documents for visual arts.  
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8.  Tramway and Dundee Contemporary Arts (DCA) are both Foundation Organisations and both 

can contribute to the future diversity and quality of development opportunities for Live Art in 

Scotland.  

5.4.2 Three Key Challenges 
The current policy documents mentioned in this report have set out the agenda for funding in Scotland 

over the next two years and are in principle convergent with the development needs of both individuals 

and organisations developing the Live Art sector in Scotland, however there is no guarantee that Live 

Art will be allocated priority status. These are the main challenges we have identified in the present 

Scottish landscape:   

1. Without a strong lobbyist (within influential institutions such as the Scottish Arts Council with a 

national and international role) Live Art in the cultural development of Scotland will remain a 

marginal concern.  

2. Without investment, both its national and international development would be constrained and is 

at risk of collapse.   

3. There are currently no ‘Foundation organisations’ whose role is focused on the development and 

support of Live Art. Tramway and Dundee Contemporary Arts are foundation organisations who 

have a wider remit, but are significant for the infrastructure of Live Art in Scotland. New Moves 

International Ltd is however flexibly funded by the Scottish Arts Council with a currently com-

mitment in place until 2009. The CCA is currently funded by the Scottish Arts Council, but is 

undergoing a period of transition and the ongoing funding continues to be monitored.  

5.5   Comparative Context  

5.5.1  As a framework for examining the present levels of investment in Live Art in Scotland, it is useful to 

look at comparative provision between the Scottish sector, with its key players and associated infra-

structure and the international provision with particular attention to support and funding in England.  

5.5.2  Central Organisations in England  

5.5.3 Arts Council England: Recently restructured, it now employs one officer in London dedicated to the 

development of Live Art. There is also an officer in each region with Live Art within their wider portfo-

lio of responsibilities, who is the primary point of contact for artists. These officers are responsible for 

making assessments for Live Art grants applications. The majority of these officers are based within the 

Visual Arts departments and are members of the Live Art Networking Group.   

5.5.4 Live Art Networking Group: Meeting biannually, this networking group is supported by Arts Council 

England to address Live Art development issues, and also operate at the national level as supporters of 

development initiatives such as Focus Live Art and Live Art UK   
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5.5.5 Live Art UK: A consortium of organisations funded by Arts Council England to develop the capacity 

for a broadening of the distribution of Live Art and expertise associated with its presentation across the 

spectrum of arts venues in England.  

5.5.6 Artsadmin: A leading development agency that works with a range of media and has been a consistent 

champion of Live Art, offering a free advisory service for artists, mentoring and development pro-

grammes and a number of bursary schemes.  

5.5.7 The Live Art Development Agency (LADA): A key support and advocacy agency that, through national 

and international partnerships has raised the standards of provision and discourse around the presenta-

tion of Live Art.   

5.5.8 New Work Network (NWN): An artist led organisation with a national remit that has been highly inno-

vative in its use of the web to drive its mission forward, offering its membership a range of professional 

development opportunities.  

5.5.9 Key Festivals: Durational engagements with growing audiences have defined the evolution of Live Art 

in England, typified by Liverpool Live, In-between Time in Bristol and Fierce Festival in Birmingham. 

Predominantly dependent upon Grants for the Arts Funding, festivals are significant in the long-term 

development of Live Art, targeting  and building new audiences and raising the artists’ profiles.   

5.5.10 Provision in England  

5.5.11 Live Art in England remains characterised by the contemporary phenomena of flash mobs20 in that it 

occurs in intense focused convergences of people and then is quickly dissipated.  

5.5.12 London remains the significant centre of activity for Live Art in England, with a vibrant scene focussing 

beyond the central organisations.  

5.5.13 Outside the capital, Live Art continues to struggle for resources.  However this is improving with in-

creasing Arts Council England understanding of Live Art’s environment and dynamic regional promot-

ers, curators and artists. Curators and promoters are increasingly likely to see Live Art as an essential 

mode of connecting with new audiences and reaching communities with the vitality of the contemporary 

arts. A good example of this development took place at the 2004 Liverpool Biennial with Amanda 

Coogan’s piece Headbangers, for which she choreographed local schoolchildren for the opening per-

formance.   

5.5.14 Live artists from Black and minority ethnic backgrounds (BME) are under-represented in Live Arts 

practice in England and initiatives have been developed to address this,  such as the Vital festival, which 

has brought increased profile to the diverse genealogies of Live Art, and Platinum, a development 

scheme in the West Midlands led by Fierce, that is an exciting model aiming to mentor and develop new 

                                                          

 

20  Flash mobs are events organised using mobile phones to bring together crowds in public spaces. A high 
profile example is Flash Mob the Opera a BBC 3 project. 
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practitioners. Live artists from BME backgrounds have been supported through Live Art International 

Fellowships and Shooting Live Artists and most recently Restock, Rethink, Reflect led by Rajni Shah, a 

freelance performance artist, in partnership with LADA has been designed to explore cultural identity.  

5.5.15  Arts Council England commissioned Prevista in 2003 to evaluate Shooting Live Artists21. The study 

found audiences for Live Art identified a growing awareness that presentation can occur effectively in a 

variety of real and virtual spaces and indeed complex mixtures of both. This style of presentation has 

proved to be economically rewarding for live artists and also brings in a variety of external funding 

partnerships with broadcasters and other media interests. Examples include Channel 4 funding Jeremy 

Deller's The Battle of Orgreave with Artangel and Blast Theory’s performances of Can You See Me 

Now with the BBC and American Express. The Networked Bodies commissions by New Work Net-

work22 pioneered the use of the internet as a locus for both professional development and peer to peer 

commissioning of new work. Through their site, regional co-ordinators communicate and plan national 

activity and encourage emerging artists to join the network and submit their proposals for consideration.  

5.5.16 Live Art Fellowships in Helsinki, Berlin and New York have contributed to the development of an in-

ternational discourse, offering audiences in host venues, such as Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art, 

Artsadmin, Foundation for Art and Creative Technology (FACT), Bluecoat Arts Centre and Arnolfini, 

open studio sessions to discuss practices from an international context. These international partnerships 

are also increasingly important to the financial viability of many touring projects.   

5.5.17 Central Organisations in Scotland  

5.5.17 The following provides a brief overview of several key players in this sector, who contribute to the cur-

rent infrastructure and who have been identified as vital to the continued development of Live Art in 

Scotland.   

5.5.18  Although there are no dedicated officers for the development of Live Art, at the  Scottish Arts Council 

responsibility is distributed across the artform officers. There are no managed funds exclusively for Live 

Art, although many of its current schemes can potentially benefit Live Art.   

5.5.18 New Moves International: The most high profile company championing the work of international Live 

Art in Scotland, presenting NRLA within the New Territories programme and the Winter School, as 

well as touring an international programme.     

                                                          

 

21  http://www.newaudiences.org.uk/feature.php?essential_audiences_20040109_2

 

22    
For information on Networked Bodies visit: http://www.newworknetwork.org.uk/

 

http://www.newaudiences.org.uk/feature.php?essential_audiences_20040109_2
http://www.newworknetwork.org.uk/
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5.5.19 CCA: Despite recent financial and administrative issues, the CCA continues to be an important space 

for the production and presentation of Live Art. Most notably the Creative Lab23 is seen as a very sup-

portive model. The critical debate that occurs around the CCA has also been influential in ensuring cu-

ratorial and artistic process continues to evolve.  

5.5.20 Tramway: The Senior producer of the performance program, Stephen Slater has been a consistent advo-

cate of the power of art and performance in Scotland. Despite limited resources, his programme has po-

sitioned Tramway as a key European venue for work of the highest quality and innovation, providing a 

new home for NRLA and developing a year round relationship with the Royal Scottish Academy of 

Music and Drama (RSAMD).  

5.5.21 The Arches: is a regular programmer of theatre works that challenge audience expectations. It was pre-

viously home to the NRLA and continues to show seasons of work that engage with Live Art.  

5.5.22 Collective Gallery: An Edinburgh based gallery and agency that shows a range of dynamic new artists 

including those using performance as a strategy.  

5.5.23 DCA: The gallery has traditionally been receptive to a range of contemporary practices and the strong 

association with Duncan of Jordanstone have ensured this is a place where live artists flourish.  

5.5.24 Peacock Visual Arts: With an interest in the relationship between performance and visual arts, this gal-

lery has been noted by a number of practitioners as being a supportive and dynamic venue, outside of 

Glasgow and Edinburgh.  

5.5.25 Fruitmarket Gallery: Based in Edinburgh, this leading contemporary art space exhibits a range of works 

including international artists using performance within their works such as Simon Patterson.  

5.5.26 NVA: An environmental arts charity based in Glasgow, which encourages international, pioneering art-

ists to produce highly complex and ambitious site-specific events, festivals and interventions. The com-

pany works across all media, promoting strong cross-cultural community work within technologically 

ground-breaking initiatives.  

5.5.27 Body Parts: A 3 day festival of performance art at the Royal Scottish Academy in Edinburgh that aims 

to entertain and educate a wide range of audiences.   

5.5.28 New Media Scotland: Supports experimentation by practitioners in art and technology, through working 

with and supporting the presentation of work by artists in this field, to foster greater public understand-

ing of the role that technology is playing in contemporary culture.  

                                                          

 

23  Creative Lab at Centre for Contemporary Arts in Glasgow provides practical support for established 
artists to explore new ideas and methods and provides creative and career mentoring for emerging artists; 
http://www.cca-glasgow.com/events/residencies.html

 

http://www.cca-glasgow.com/events/residencies.html
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5.5.29 Various independents that support grassroots Live Art include new and more established artist-run initi-

ates; The Embassy in Edinburgh, Embassy Video and Performance Nights, live events at Generator in 

Dundee, One O’Clock Gun and the Warehouse.  

5.5.30 Provision in Scotland  

5.5.31 Live Art in Scotland can be visualised as a spooked wheel with the NRLA at the hub. The NRLA is 

generally perceived as the centre of Live Art in Scotland, although its ephemeral programme is also 

seen as a barrier to development. This hub extends out through the artists it presents and the professional 

and non-professional Live Art audiences who attend the festival and the New Moves Winter Schools. 

The wheel keeps spinning beyond the duration of the festival insofar as the festival is a major endeavour 

and there is continuous preparation for the next festival that involves continuous planning for all aspects 

of the festival.  The tracks of this spinning wheel are both global and local. The media coverage of the 

NRLA extends around the world and it has a history that accumulates new interest autonomously of any 

press campaigns. Its impact also continues locally and regionally, as artists inspired or working against 

the traditions of Live Art and performance art it presents inhabit a Scottish context dominated by its cu-

ratorial policy and influence. This influence is not entirely managed and engineered. There is massive 

projection of responsibility onto the NRLA which it does not have the capacity to respond to.   

5.5.32 Although NRLA has an able board and two very competent full time staff, it is organisationally very 

light. Therefore the year round presence for the festival is not something that has been strategically 

planned, but instead occurs through default. This has been frustrating, as initiatives such as the Winter 

School shows and New Moves have the capacity to deliver exciting artist development programmes. 

The hub of the NRLA is supported by artists and audiences who are a unique mix of international pro-

fessionals and a knowledgeable domestic audience.  

5.5.33 Outside of this core sphere of influence there are numerous significant programmes of Live Art. These 

occur in Edinburgh, Dundee and Aberdeen through Live Art and performances hosted in galleries and 

other spaces. However these programmes currently do not have the profile of the NRLA or its resources 

for planning and developing new work.  

5.5.34 One clear formulation of the current state of the infrastructure for Live Art in Scotland suggested during 

the consultation phase was that social capital - people, processes, practices -  were strong and mature in 

Scotland, but its development mechanisms, for example a shortage of well resourced physical spaces for 

the incubation of work, are weak.  

5.5.35 The research has suggested that there is less evidence of curatorial vision or dialogue being developed in 

Live Art in Scotland as there has been elsewhere in the arts sector. This can result in work being pro-

grammed as one-off events, such as Catherine Sullivan’s CCA show, without any explicit interrogation 

into the processes of Live Art.      

smg35j
Highlight

smg35j
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5.5.37  Modes of Cultural Benefit  

5.5.38 It was also suggested by a number respected international curators and theorists that Live Art in Scot-

land needs to transform itself across the four modes of cultural benefit.    

5.5.39 Each of the following four modes of cultural benefit – social, product, service and value – raise issues 

that constitute a major challenge to the development of the infrastructure of Live Art in Scotland and 

will need to be addressed in order to transform the sector.   

5.5.40 Social  

Although there are very dynamic informal networks of peer to peer support at an organisational level, 

for example NRLA and Collective Gallery, there was little critical dialogue between practitioners with 

no meaningful loci for formal debate. There is no programming that has the same coherence and inter-

national impact of exhibitions in England such as; Whitechapel Gallery’s A Short History of Perform-

ance, Tate Liverpool’s Arts Lies and Videotape, Tate Modern’s Live Culture or Do Not Disrupt Your 

Activity at the Royal College of Arts, despite the fact that these events might feature Scottish artists.   

5.5.41 Product 

The product has not found a market place very effectively in the visual arts so is  vulnerable to tradi-

tional economic values of the performance contexts of theatre and dance. The sale of works to public 

and private collections by International artists such as Tino Seghal, Marina Abramovich and John Bock 

show that there is a collectors market for Live Art, but this is an emerging market and most work in 

Scotland is dependent on traditional models of subsidy and ticket sales.  

5.5.42 Service 

Although many consultees identified the poor media stereotyping of Live Art as an issue, they also felt 

that more could be done by promoters and arts organisations to grow the confidence of the audience. 

The current Glasgow venues have been described as being overstretched, with CCA, Tramway and the 

Arches all under financed and struggling to have an impact. In some cases this diminished the services 

to audiences who have gone elsewhere to find current modes of performance and Live Art.  

5.5.43 Value 

In some cases more could be done to diversify the production of value in particular in relationship to the 

visual arts, and specifically in Glasgow given it is arguable the foremost city for visual arts outside of 

London. Live Art shares an ethos with the visual arts market in terms of the prominence of process in 

contemporary practices, but markets are being delineated and Live Art is failing to negotiate these vi-

able and sustainable opportunities.   

5.6 Models of Strategic Innovation  

5.6.1 A key objective of the study is to identify models of good practice that already exist in Scotland and 

those that exist internationally that might be adaptable to the Scottish context. In the following chapter 

more information will be provided on the current opportunities that are supporting the development of 

Live Art in Scotland.  
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5.6.2 There are numerous models of good practice in Scotland within both urban and non urban areas that 

have developed flexible and effective ways of working, creating spaces in which artists and audiences 

can have dynamic Live Art experiences. Previously mentioned examples are CCA’s Creative Lab and 

RSAMD’s relationship with both New Moves International and Tramway. This is proving very success-

ful in nurturing emerging talent such as Kate Stannard and Nic Green by providing structured and mean-

ingful opportunities for professional development.  

5.6.2 Another notable model that other theatres and galleries in Scotland could learn from is Freespace at 

Tramway, which allows young and emergent artists to create interventions and performances for those 

waiting for shows.  

5.6.3 The innovative distribution of work to audiences is also a feature of the Merchant City Festival that pre-

sents work from NRLA to broader audiences.    

5.6.4 Through the course of this research international models in four main areas relevant to the needs of  

Scottish Live Art have been identified. These are: mentoring and artist development, models of commis-

sioning; and networking and partnership building.  

5.6.5 Mentoring  

One of the more successful strategies in Australia has been a national and local mentorship programme, 

where a younger artist works with the support of a more senior artist. A young artist puts forward a 

nomination for their ideal artistic partner which is then reviewed by a panel of experts in the context of 

the artist’s portfolio. The organiser then contacts the ‘dream artist’ and brokers an introduction and a 

stipend to meet with the developing artist four or five times a year and mentor them through their first 

major project. Fifteen of these partnerships were developed and subsequently invited to submit propos-

als for the further development of ideas into five fully funded works.  

5.6.6 The Chelsea Theatre’s mentoring programme for Sacred24has also been a productive and innovative 

scheme following a similar format.  Works are presented at an early stage and then later represented in a 

finished state allowing an audience to grow an understanding of the process of development.  

5.6.7 There are two seminal bursary models for Live Art. ‘The One To One Individual Artists' Bursary 

Scheme was set up by the Live Art Development Agency in 1999 with the aim of providing artistic and 

professional development opportunities for individual practitioners based in London who work in Live 

Art.’ These awards were terminated in 2006, but are the benchmark of exemplary and focused artist cen-

tred development in Live Art.  

5.6.8 Artsadmin’s Artists Bursary scheme continues to offer exemplary artist support for UK artists, including 

those in Scotland, working in contemporary performance practice. Round ten of the scheme seeks to 

                                                          

 

24  For more details on the ANTI festival see:  http:www.kipinafestivaali.fi/

 

http:www.kipinafestivaali.fi/
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support artistic experiment, speculation and play – without emphasis on outcomes or expectation of fin-

ished works. This year, Artsadmin is offering ten bursaries.  

5.6.9 Commissioning  

5.6.10 ANTI Festival 

The ANTI festival25in Kuopio in Finland seeks to explore new ways to commission works that engage 

audiences in a festival context. This festival presents contemporary art of all fields from sculpture and 

environmental art to dance, live art and performance within city spaces. Site-specific time based works 

take place in pre-selected locations around the city centre. The concept of ANTI is unique in the Finnish 

art scene as it is the only international festival that presents some of the latest developments in perform-

ing arts and artists that traverse the borders of conventional subdivisions in art within a city environ-

ment. ANTI offers an opportunity for both Finnish and international artists to work outside the so-called 

traditional art context. ANTI is free of charge, except for the seminars, and artworks can easily be 

reached on foot. The programme consists of artworks created by artists who are selected based on their 

proposals.  

5.6.11 Rules and Regs 

This is a practice-led development platform supporting live artists to create new work in response to 

rules that challenge habits and stimulate creativity. Rules and Regs26 partners with established arts or-

ganisations to produce professional development events for live artists. Partner organisations manage 

and curate their own unique events, in which artists are commissioned to create a new piece of Live Art 

in response to rules devised by the curator. The entire process takes place over approximately one 

month, with the rules created in response to the participating artists in order to aid them in exploring 

their practices. Each event culminates in a public exhibition of work. Participating artists have access to 

a programme of professional development, including workshops, mentors, etc.   

5.6.12 Networks and Partnership Building 
Increasingly effective networking and structures for mutual partnerships are critical to the sustainable 

growth of organisations and individuals. Two models that are open to those living and working in Scot-

land are Live Art UK and New Work Network.  

5.6.13 Live Art UK  

Live Art UK is a consortium of venues, promoters and facilitators who collectively represent a range of 

practices and are concerned with all aspects of the development and promotion of the Live Art sector. 

Members of the consortium work individually, collectively and in partnership with a range of venues, 

promoters, facilitators and  stakeholders across the UK and internationally. Live Art UK aims to promote 

the concept and the practice of Live Art through a series of related activities. It is currently funded by 

Arts Council England. Its primary strategic objects are:  

                                                          

 

25  See http:www.rulesandregs.org/

 

26  http://www.futureskillsscotland.org.uk

 

http:www.rulesandregs.org/
http://www.futureskillsscotland.org.uk
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Developing commissioning, curatorial and contextualising initiatives reflecting     

  the diverse range of practices and approaches represented within the Live Art field.  

 

Enhancing the presence and profile of Live Art through dialogues, partnerships and collabora-

tions with UK and international presenters and organisations working at the edges of a range 

of disciplines.  

 

Furthering the critical and popular profile of Live Art through the development of critical dis-

courses within specialized arts publications and through an increased awareness of Live Art 

practices and events within other cultural media.  

5.6.14 New Work Network 

Although based in London, the network has a national remit and indeed its website has been developed 

by a Scottish based member. It is its contemporary use of media to communicate and organize itself that 

has been a hallmark of this dynamic artist led network. It is currently in receipt of investment from the 

Arts Council England’s Cultural Leadership Fund for cultural ‘activators’ for which Scottish members 

are eligible. New Work Network promotes and supports the development of new performance, live and 

interdisciplinary arts practice by providing demand-led networking support for artists and by facilitating 

engagement and collaboration between practitioners nationally and internationally.  

5.6.15 Summary of Innovation Models  

There are a number of models across key development areas that could be adopted for use in a Scottish 

context. These are mentoring and artist development models of commissioning; and networking and 

partnership building. There are a number of opportunities that exist where innovative models have the 

capacity to support Scottish development including Live Art UK and New Work Network.  

5.7 Comparative Investment in Live Art  

5.7.1 A final section on the context of Live Art in Scotland analyses the current fiscal resources available 

from the Scottish Arts Council and how the funding opportunity is presented to artists and organisations. 

During the research process a brief comparison of investment in Live Art has been made using docu-

ments supplied by the Scottish Arts Council for the whole of Scotland and Arts Council England for 

London, for the period 2005 - 2007. This is not a directly transferable scenario as the demographic and 

geographic differences between London and Scotland are evident. It is however useful for examining 

both the types and scale of investment made and perhaps indicating that the Scottish Arts Council could 

be more positive in its accommodation of Live Art.  

5.7.2 The Application Form  

At the level of access it is noteworthy that for both the Scottish Arts Council and Arts Council England 

grants applications, artists are asked to nominate their main artform and in cases where various or inter-

disciplinary works are involved they are asked to call the help desk for advice. Those applying for 

Grants for Arts from Arts Council England are asked to nominate Live Art as a subset of Visual Arts as 
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the primary artform. In Scotland Live Art is not indicated as an option on the application form or the 

guide to funds.  

5.7.3 Range of Grants  

The entry level for both sets of figures starts at below £5,000. At this level artists in both London and 

Scotland can make applications when it is appropriate to their needs and in both cases these applications 

are fast tracked in comparison to higher grant applications. The smallest award made in London was for 

£1,871 for a research and development phase of a project the largest was for £120,000 towards the con-

sortia costs of a strategic development initiative developing new commissions for touring  and critical 

writing bursaries led by Live Art UK. For Scotland the smallest award was for £60 for the participation 

in a workshop and the largest was for £35,528 towards the costs of a participatory video dance work for 

the web. The percentage of applications over £5,000 was 33% in Scotland and 56% in London.  

5.7.4 Range of Activity  

The work described in the information on successful grants awarded by the Scottish Arts Council be-

tween 2005-07 was drawn from the disciplines of dance, theatre, and the visual arts. This is reflected in 

the terminology used to describe the activity, e.g. ‘solo performance, dance, installation, writing a new 

audio work.’ The most directional applications for Live Art in Scotland appear to be in the Visual Arts 

portfolio, which includes support for presentation at the Embassy, Generator and the Fruitmarket Gal-

lery of ambitious programmes and performances. There are a variety of small applications for research 

trips and development of work and a small percentage of these were further funded to deliver projects.   

5.7.5 In the summary of successfully funded projects in London the language used by artists is more engaged 

than Scottish Arts Council funded projects, with specialist discourses around Live Art. Many of the ap-

plications propose new audience strategies for Live Art and the evaluation of the impact of new pro-

grammes of Live Art across a range of presentation spaces. There are also numerous complex and ambi-

tious commissions, including artist led projects of significant scale and critically provocative exhibi-

tions; e.g. Club Class, a national tour of a series of micro classes and performances, Live Art for The 

British Art Show and Performing Rights at Queen Mary, University of London.  

5.7.6 Summary of Findings 

On the evidence supplied by the London office of Arts Council England and the Scottish Arts Council it 

appears that there are a number of disadvantages that live artists in Scotland face in terms of raising 

money to fund their activity. These include:  

 

No obvious signposting that Live Art is eligible for funding on the application form or guide 

for funding. 

 

Limited range of activity described as Live Art in Scotland. 

 

A low threshold of expectation in terms of money available for research and project funding.  

5.7.7 These issues can be expected to impact negatively on the capacity of the sector to develop itself in a 

national and international context. Live Art in Scotland does not appear to have a substantial resource 

base compared with artists in England who appear to benefit from better access to lottery funding. These 
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conclusions are of course predicated on a set of figures that predate the current reduction of £30 million 

from the lottery for arts activity in England.  

5.8 Summary of Key Findings  

5.8.1 Opportunities  

 

There are strategic opportunities for the Scottish Arts Council investment in Live Art on both 

international and national platforms with a range of partnerships across diverse markets.  

 

There are a number of models across key development areas that could be adopted for use in a 

Scottish context. These are: mentoring and artist development, models of commissioning; and 

networking and partnership building.  

5.8.2  Challenges  

 

Without a strong lobbyist (within influential institutions such as the Scottish Arts Council) for 

a national and international role for Live Art in the cultural development of Scotland there is a 

risk that it will remain a marginal concern.  

 

New Moves International and CCA are not foundation organisations. There are currently no 

‘Foundation organisations’ whose role is focused on the development and support of Live 

Art. Tramway and Dundee Contemporary Arts are foundation organisations who have a wider 

remit but are significant to the infrastructure for Live Art in Scotland. New Moves Interna-

tional Ltd is however flexibly funded by the Scottish Arts Council with a current commitment 

in place until 2009. The CCA is currently funded by the Scottish Arts Council but is undergo-

ing a period of transition and the ongoing funding continues to be monitored.  

 

There are a number of disadvantages live artists in Scotland face in terms of raising money to 

fund their activity compared to those working in England. These include:  

 

No obvious signposting that Live Art is eligible for funding 

 

A low threshold of expectation in terms of money available for research and project fund-

ing.
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6 CONSULTATION ON LIVE ART IN SCOTLAND   

6.1 Introduction  

6.1.1  For the purposes of this study, a consultation exercise was undertaken which involved 54 arts profes-

sionals engaged in a variety of ways with the development of Live Art in Scotland. These included art-

ists, funders, producers, educationalists, critics, curators and festival directors. The opinions expressed 

were understandably diverse however the study presents these as series of issues, challenges and oppor-

tunities for the development of the support and infrastructure for Live Art in Scotland.   

6.2 Composition of the Live Art Sector   

6.2.1 The majority of consultees generally consider ‘Live Art’ to be description for a set of practices at the 

borders of the major artforms; Drama, Literature, Music, Dance and Visual Art. The majority of the in-

terview findings also indicated that the current infrastructure for Live Art in Scotland is felt to be frag-

mented, fragile, lacking in adequate resources and visibility   

6.2.2 A consistent theme emerged of the philosophical limit and function of the idea of a Live Art infrastruc-

ture. There is no recognised centre responsible for archives or development of Live Art in Scotland. The 

venues and organisations that have historically supported Live Art were not seen as joined together by 

an ethos of knowledge development or sharing of resources. New individuals and those that might work 

across organisations to transfer knowledge of Live Art were not adequately supported.   

6.2.3 In addition to the problem of infrastructure there is the issue of a Live Art lexicon or taxonomy, which 

recurred throughout the consultation. Definitions used by funders, organisations and artists are diver-

gent.  For example; Live Art is cited in the Scottish Arts Council policy for visual arts but the use of 

'performance' is used in the dance and theatre policy documents to signify a similar territory of prac-

tices. Artists also used the term in different ways such referring to their practice as performance art.  

‘Definitions of Live Art in Scotland are relevant as the programmes tend to favour performance based 

practices.'  

Artist  

6.2.4  A large number of consultees consider there to currently be an absence of clear institutional 

support for Live Art in Scotland and that this is perhaps a barrier to the improvement of support for Live 

Art. None of the consultees considered Live Art to be a current policy priority for the Scottish Arts 

Council. However there is clear evidence on the Scottish Arts Council website and within its publica-

tions that live artists in Scotland do succeed in gaining funding support.  

‘I think that our definition of the visual arts is broad, we’ve always tried to keep it broad and therefore 

within that, particularly for individual artists, we support people who are practicing Live Art.’   

Funder   
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6.2.5 For many, Live Art occupies a liminal and exciting space where risk and innovation flourishes. Some 

suggested this is because like much of the thriving independent visual arts scene, such as the artist run 

Embassy Gallery, the activity is on the edge of mainstream consumption.   

‘My contemporaries have built up their careers making performance and showing them in the artist-run 

galleries and projects and have gained international reputations but not through Live Art support. They 

have developed their careers by showing in self initiated events and artist run projects.’  

Artist  

6.2.6 Live Art is a valuable part of Scotland’s cultural history. The consultation revealed that there is a very 

high level of awareness of the history of Live Art and performance in Scotland and the legacy of a cul-

ture that, through figures such as Richard Demarco, has led the UK in its advocacy for Live Art.   

‘I think once people become aware that it is an area that can be studied, that it does have its own his-

tory, a very complex one.  There are a number of archives beginning to develop. I think within our own 

school Ewan McCarthy’s directing a wee such project with Richard Demarco and his archive and these 

archives are of absolutely fundamental importance in terms of allowing current and future generations 

to engage with often fleeting ephemeral ideas.’   

Academic and Artist  

6.2.7 In terms of presentation there are both renown institutions and more ad hoc spaces that have reputations 

for showing Live Art. These include some mentioned earlier in the introduction such as CCA and 

Tramway. In the consultation phase the most frequently mentioned venues included: The Arches, 

NRLA, The Collective Gallery, Tramway, RSA’s Body Parts Festival, Transmission, CCA, DCA, Em-

bassy, Peacock Arts, and Deveron Arts. Other venues were also mentioned including the living areas 

and homes of artists being used as impromptu spaces.   

6.2.8 Scottish artists, such as Turner Prize winners Simon Starling and Douglas Gordon, whose work some 

might characterise as Live Art, do not necessarily consider themselves to be ‘live artists’. This trend ex-

tended to some consultees who acknowledged that their work relates to the proposed definition of Live 

Art but felt more comfortable with other labels for their work such as performance activism, socially 

engaged practice or dancer. These differences of allegiance with specific histories of performance and 

Live Art perhaps signify a broader trend which is a resistance to being boxed into a discipline.   

‘One of the encouraging signs is that the (Glasgow) School of Art, RSAMD and the venues in the city, 

the contemporary arts venues, seem to be coming closer, working more in concert than in the past, 

which in terms of their nurturing role is obviously vital as that prevents those boxes being established 

between the visual arts, theatre person and Live Art person.’   

Funder   

6.2.9 Live Art in Scotland occupies spaces that are not designed wholly for the presentation of Live Art but 

are normally used to present theatre, dance, music and visual arts exhibitions. These spaces are adapted 

by the artists to best suit their purposes and in many cases this creates a temporary, but new audience 

experience of a familiar space. Some consultees felt that the infrastructure in Scotland could be devel-
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oped by supporting more gallery and diverse contexts for Live Art through provision of shared support 

to these venues.  

“The gallery infrastructure isn’t necessarily that flexible and adaptable in terms of its physical infra-

structure, but also the curators that we work with, a number of those would not have the experience to 

be programming Live Art. I don’t think it’s something that they are attuned to doing. So that’s an issue 

really. I mean we look at curatorial development as a priority, so we could do that and that could be an 

area that we can help to support and encourage.’   

Arts Funder   

6.3 Current Support Structures  

6.3.1 The challenge of how to make the role of a live artist in Scotland into a sustainable profession was re-

peatedly identified during the consultations. Many of those involved in Live Art cannot sustain their 

practice through public funding. They are using private incomes and earnings from other professions to 

help them develop their practices. In some instances this might be a barrier to their career progression.  

6.3.2 In the context of the current political changes in Scotland it was noted that culture is central to the aspi-

rations of the four main political parties, Scottish National Party, Scottish Labour Party, Scottish Con-

servative Party and the Scottish Liberal Democrats. However some anxiety was expressed about these 

changes and how Live Art would be positioned within the creative industries agenda. It was also sug-

gested that Live Art would have to be well presented as a dynamic contributor to the creative industries 

if its support structures are to be developed. Some of the responses focused on financial concerns, but 

other issues of visibility and profile within cultural policy were also regularly voiced.  

‘Because the scene in Scotland is incredibly traditional... So there’s drama funding, and we’re consid-

ered the weird bit of that, and to a Live Artist, we’re not weird. We’re safe. And then there’s visual arts 

funding, there’s dance funding. And even dance has been - only very recently has a strategy been devel-

oped for that end of things. So yeah… as you know Live Art’s fallen between all that and therefore there 

hasn’t been any significant infrastructure support for Live Art in Scotland.’   

Artist and Producer  

6.3.3  Few interviewees were able to identify extensive funding resources explicitly for the development of 

Live Art. Most suggested there was not adequate support for the professional development of Live Art 

through investment in a sustainable infrastructure. Where funds are available many believed they were 

not well signposted.   

‘I worked at the Cultural Enterprise Office in Glasgow from June to December 2006 and spent time 

looking at professional practice provision for art students in Scotland. I was disappointed at the level of 

teaching in the area and thought it a shame that other major Scottish cities, for example Dundee, didn’t 

collaborate with their local artist-run projects to pay them to deliver professional practice courses 

there.’  Artist 
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'A lot of people have had really good experiences with the professional development strand offered by 

the  Scottish Arts Council but a lot of people are confused about the funding system.'             

Artist 

6.3.4 The support structures that were identified at CCA and in particular the Creative Labs, were seen as the 

most responsive to Live Art. At the Creative Labs, young and emerging artists have residencies and 

workshops in the building. This presence adds to the ecology of the building, diffusing ideas about Live 

Art through contact with staff and audiences. CCA has the potential to remain a leading developmental 

hub. The most often mentioned opportunity for support by students was the Contemporary Theatre Prac-

tice course at RSAMD. It has a history of effectively linking with the NRLA and Tramway and nurtur-

ing professional opportunities of its students. The expertise and commitment of its staff is a unique and 

powerful resource.  

‘I think it’s finding that voice. It’s finding spaces for those artists to feel they have a place, so it’s giving 

them a home in a way. It’s finding studio space; it’s finding some way of talking about the work openly 

in public.’   

Programmer    

6.3.5 In the absence of support agencies many live artists were improvising peer to peer support networks. In 

terms of the transition support, New Moves Winter School and Elevator were regularly mentioned as 

were scratch nights at the Arches and Freespace at Tramway. These aside, there do not appear to be 

many available opportunities. There was felt to be a shortage of space for developing work, explicitly 

safe spaces that grow emergent work in diverse ways. Although Elevator and workshops linked to New 

Moves International and Tramway are successful in assisting emerging graduates and practitioners, 

there are no organisations with similar capacity to the Live Art Development Agency, Artsadmin or 

NWN. The support mechanisms for graduate artists are not obviously sign-posted and this should be ad-

dressed.   

‘I would say that for me National Review is the key to how things would go forward because that is 

where there is expertise and a very strong international overview, which I think is critical to any form of 

practice, that it’s placed within that broader international debate and arena. So there’s clearly an op-

portunity’   

Arts Funder  

6.3.6 Many interviewees also thought that while there was a need to identify clear sustainable structures 

within Scotland to facilitate growth, it was critical that its connectivity to the rest of the UK was nur-

tured and developed simultaneously. Some organisations were identified as having the potential to in-

crease their capacity for supporting practitioners, including Tramway, New Moves International, 

RSAMD and CCA, although none currently had resources to deliver these ambitions.   

‘A combination of things makes artists able to stay in the location and I think one thing will not solve 

that. It’s like a mix isn’t it, you’ve got to get the chemistry right.  So you have to have meeting points 

where the work happens and they are the festivals and the venues but you also need an infrastructure 

that supports R&D works in progress without the full focus on presentation and display.’  
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Producer and Curator  

6.3.7 Most of those interviewed felt there is some support within the Scottish Arts Council for a range of 

works that could include Live Art. However, it was also stated that a dedicated officer at the Scottish 

Arts Council within the field, or more opportunities for Live Art advisors might make a positive impact 

on the current infrastructure. It was also suggested by many of the consultees that either a lead organisa-

tion or a freelance specialist responsible for brokering and nurturing development was a priority for the 

sector.  

6.4 Current Funding  

6.4.1 The current infrastructure existing in Scotland for the development of Live Art is generally vulnerable 

insofar as it relies on public subsidy through the Scottish Arts Council. Flexibly funded organisations in 

the field are funded on a three year cycle and many are in transition. It was felt that a huge step forward 

would be the opportunity for a more open dialogue between the Scottish Arts Council and major      

stakeholders to maximise the investment in Live Art. In contrast to England the consultation suggested 

the spread of additional partner funding in the context of Live Art in Scotland is severely limited. It also 

seemed that a certain distance between the Scottish Arts Council and the sector was not helpful in terms 

of brokering partnerships with other funders.  

6.4.2 The role of the independent producers in England has been significantly developed through focused 

investment that supports their impact on the sectors in which they operate such Dance, Theatre, Live 

Art. The Scottish Arts Council has a creative producer’s bursary which could, in time, become a signifi-

cant opportunity but it needs to respond to the specific needs of the creative professionals it is working 

with.    

'The infrastructure is shifting but is not moving quickly enough to sustain its body of     

working creative professionals.'   

Producer  

6.4.3 A simple gesture of advocacy suggested by consultees was that Live Art could be more visible on the 

public material of the Scottish Arts Council. This opinion existed across major clients of the Scottish 

Arts Council, but was also strongly felt by artists and in particular those emerging artists.  

'The place Live Art needs it profile raising is in the  Scottish Arts Council. Making it part of the main 

agenda.'     

Artist  

6.4.4 Some artists felt that Live Art was discouraged by the Scottish Arts Council and that they had been 

prompted to adapt their work to the interests or artform specialism of the funding departments.   

'The water’s quite muddy in terms of support for Live Art and that it surfaces through other things like 

dance and theatre and devised theatre holds within it at its core a lot of performance art practice. So 
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you get it bubbling up in different places through the cracks if you like, whereas as a practice on its own 

it doesn’t really have a voice I don’t think.'  

Programmer  

6.4.5 It was also suggested by a few consultees that the Arts Council England Grants for Arts model is per-

haps more effective than the current model used by the Scottish Arts Council and should be adopted by 

the Scottish Arts Council. For example, Arts Council England’s model has rolling and flexible deadlines 

as well as more scope for appropriate funds to support the research and presentation of ambitious work.    

'The deadlines make it difficult for me to apply.’  

Artist  

6.4.6 There are funding opportunities beyond the Scottish Arts Council such the Arts and Humanities Re-

search Council which has on occasion paid salary and other costs for research based activity in Live Art. 

However, compared to England, it is evident that there are less funding opportunities for Live Art in 

Scotland.   

6.5 Geographic and demographic nature of Live Art in Scotland  

6.5.1 Almost all of the activity in Scotland is occurring in city locations predominantly Glasgow and Edin-

burgh. For some this was a big problem as it restricted audience access to work and stifled the range of 

practices. Others however were more pragmatic considered the above cities to be appropriate centres of 

development.    

'If we have three centres Glasgow, Edinburgh and Dundee that's fine; we are a small country."   

Artist  

6.5.2 It was noted on numerous occasions that the unique profile of the NRLA broke a London centric hold 

on culture and was exciting for bringing a range of people to Scotland. It was noted however that, de-

spite strong links to local academies, the festival is not a festival for Scottish live artists but is rather a 

festival of Live Art in Scotland. Furthermore it was felt that the signposting of existing work is not ef-

fectively managed and therefore much Live Art activity remained unnoticed. More generally, artists 

making Live Art or performance were thriving in underground or independent contexts but were strug-

gling to sustain their activity as it was often unfunded and not supported by a strategic development 

strategy.    

When I lived at home in Dumfries I didn’t realise there were things going on because you don’t know 

where to look.’   

Artist  

6.5.3 There was a consistent articulation that there is not currently a strategy to develop Live Art audiences 

outside of the current centres of activity. Looking at developing what was referred to as ' infra Scottish' 

activity, was a shared priority. Infra Scottish opportunities were considered to be in a fecund state wait-

ing for someone to join the dots between artists, producers, venues and audiences.  
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6.6 Profile of Live Art in Scotland and the Role of Festivals  

6.6.1 In the discussions had about festivals there was little enthusiasm for the Edinburgh Festival Fringe as a 

context for the presentation and development of Live Art. Issues raised included the difficulty of achiev-

ing a profile in the context of massive competition and the pressure to re-categorise Live Art, for exam-

ple as comedy or theatre, to attract audiences. The only positive feedback was from a producer whose 

interventions had turned the coverage of Live Art into front page news. Some of the producers felt that 

the British Council Edinburgh Showcase had effectively created an appropriate context for showing 

Live Art to an international audience. Others felt the new director at the Edinburgh International Festi-

val would be more open to Live Art.  

6.6.2 Other festivals that were mentioned included the Merchant City Festival and Glasgow International both 

of which presented Live Art to new audiences. It was also noted that the Body Parts Festival at the RSA 

in Edinburgh had introduced Live Art to new audiences.  

6.6.3 Many of to the consultees consider the NRLA, which occurs annually in Glasgow, to be the foremost 

festival of Live Art in Scotland. In 2010 the NRLA celebrates 30 years as a festival of Live Art.  This is 

a significant opportunity, however the long-term legacy of NRLA is uncertain as its present funding cy-

cle is only guaranteed until 2009.  

6.6.4 The majority of consultess believed the cultural status of Live Art in Scotland remains low.  Since mov-

ing to Scotland NRLA has flourished, predating biennials such as Liverpool or the Manchester Interna-

tional Festival, however it does not have the same status as its contemporaries and indeed only margin-

ally more resources than emerging competitors such as In-between Time Festival at the Arnolfini in 

Bristol or Fierce Festival in Birmingham. These are real and significant challenges to the ecology of 

Live Art in Scotland. Despite the need to diversify and build different networks of engagement, the ma-

jority of those interviewed thought it necessary to address the legacy of the NRLA and the relationship 

to a demographic it has successfully nurtured that is primarily international.   

6.6.5 Many saw NRLA as a strong opportunity to increase the profile of Live Art in Scotland. NRLA’s move 

to the Tramway from The Arches is considered to be a great improvement for the members of the pub-

lic, artists and art professionals as the venue has a more complex range of spaces offering more choice 

and technical scope for the quality presentation of work. There is a need to link up this opportunity with 

the resources and expertise available in Scotland.   

‘Glasgow is the place to be over the next few weeks. New Territories offers the opportunity to see an 

amazing range of new and established artists of international repute whose work crosses the boundaries 

between theatre and visual arts, performance and installation, live art and video.’  

The Guardian Guide   

6.6.6 Support for the role of the NRLA was not unanimous. Perhaps unsurprisingly, some felt it diverted at-

tention from the fact that there is a lack of other developments for Live Art in Scotland. Some stated 

there still is a difficult relationship between Live Art and other artforms and this explained why there 
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was not a greater diversity of audiences drawn from other communities in the City such as, Theatre, 

Dance and Visual Arts. There is currently no clear strategy to build relationships between these audi-

ences and other organisations that might sustain interest in Live Art beyond the duration of the festival.  

'Where are the stepping stones that we can build from a festival and keep it somewhere out there in the 

public domain where the issues are continually being talked about?'  

Programmer  

6.6.7 The rich diversity of artists and their work within festivals such as NRLA was seen as enriching the 

culture of Scotland.   

‘The joy of the National Review for someone like me is to come to one place, one venue for a week and 

see a diversity of international practice that I would rarely see in Australia and the ability to locate 

one’s own practice in terms of thinking how one’s going. Am I any good? To feel connected to this 

community is a remarkable thing. So I’ve been coming here since 2000 and I’ve only missed one. And 

this year I had post graduate students with me who’ve made the journey over, for very much the same 

reason.’   

International Artist and Producer  

6.6.8 Those working in the sector see the impact of the NRLA in particular as a mechanism for education and 

professional development. Other Glasgow festivals such as Glasgay featuring artists including Annie 

Sprinkle and Lois Weaver were seen as good for building audiences. In terms of the development op-

portunity for live artists, the NRLA was supported as a space for artists to have exposure and conversa-

tions with other artists at the peak of their profession. This was identified as a particular positive democ-

ratic characteristic of the Live Art Scene. Some also felt that although this may be the case there was a 

need for greater provision and service.    

‘Well people have described the National Review of Live Art as being the kind of Cannes Festival for 

the Live Art sector which in a way it should be but it’s sort of not and I think it’s still caught between 

are we an industry thing or are we a public thing and it’s not getting either approach right yet.’  

Development Agency  

6.7 Priority Areas   

6.7.1 A range of priorities surfaced during the course of the consultation. At the forefront is a desire for more 

spaces for the development and presentation of Live Art, as well as an advocacy and audience develop-

ment strategy that could effectively raise the profile, increase resources and build audiences for Live Art 

in Scotland. It was repeatedly suggested that more funding was needed to consolidate interest in Scot-

land, but also that there needed to be a point of focus such as the development agencies that exist in 

England.  

'Again it’s about making links with other organisations in Scotland so that people can come up and 

spend two or three days and see things in Edinburgh and Glasgow and Aberdeen. It’s interesting stuff 

all over the place but there’s no way of communicating that to the rest of the UK. We don’t have some-
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thing which is joined up. We’re all individual venues or organisations struggling away but there’s no 

commonality.'  

Programmer   

6.8 Key Opportunities  

6.8.1 The key opportunities identified in the consultation were:  

 

Strong urban centres of practice in Glasgow, Edinburgh and Dundee could lead the develop-

ment of Live Art.  

 

A growing number of spaces are interested in exploring Live Art (theatres, galleries and the 

public realm).  

 

Live Art could become a priority area for investment for the Scottish Arts Council.  

 

There are Live Art professionals with the capacity to lead networks and professional devel-

opment.   

 

Live Art in Scotland could be considered world class and promoted more dynamically.    

6.9 Current challenges  

6.9.1 Currently it is perhaps a challenge for the Scottish Arts Council to engage in the diverse idioms of per-

formance and Live Art in competition with other more established practices that are easier to evaluate.   

6.9.2 Many discussed obstacles associated with an absence of administrative professional support such as 

producers, project managers and promoters. When professional opportunity arose it was often difficult 

for artists to capitalise on such opportunities. The support of flexible producers or opportunities to be-

come associated artists of well resourced organisations is scarce in Scotland. Artists are currently forced 

to import expertise from elsewhere, in particular England.  

6.9.3 A summary of the challenges based on the consultation and discussed at the workshop are:  

 

A fragmented infrastructure with no identified lead agency   

 

A scarcity of production and presentation spaces   

 

Practice has no capacity for development at current investment levels   

 

Lack of peer to peer support networks and professional development for individuals and or-

ganisations  
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 Live Art appears to have a low profile in Scotland  

6.10 Summary of Key Findings  

6.10.1 The consultation phase highlighted the fragmented current state of the support infrastructure for Live 

Art in Scotland and some of the underlying issues that have created this situation. Live Art however is 

seen as a critical aspect of Scotland's cultural heritage.  

6.10.2 Live Art is perceived as difficult to support within traditional institutions, as it often questions existing 

disciplinary borders and established processes and presentation of work. If Live Art is to flourish in 

Scotland many of the consultees believe it is only sustainable with the support of the Scottish Arts 

Council. Priority was placed on a more strategic development policy based on the current strengths and 

weaknesses of the Live Art ecology. For example; in Scotland there is no designated development 

agency or organisation that venues who occasionally present Live Art can go for curatorial expertise and 

support.   

6.10.3 Live Art is not currently a sustainable career for many artists. Investment is needed in order for artists to 

produce high quality work for national and international audiences. There are no tailored the Scottish 

Arts Council development schemes for live artists. The support structures that exist for live artists are 

under resourced. There is social capital (people, processes and practices) in Live Art that could be better 

utilised. Artists are currently improvising infrastructures of support for each other.  

6.10.4 Current funding is not exemplary and characterised by two extremes: one of artists subsidising them-

selves and the second of the Scottish Arts Council being the main public investor.   

6.10.5 The geographic distribution of Live Art in Scotland is underdeveloped. Currently Live Art activity is 

predominantly focused within Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Dundee. There is no strategy to de-

velop a more dynamic distribution mechanism.  

6.10.6 Festivals are opportunities to profile world class Live Art in Scotland. They offer quality provision but 

for a limited period of time. The NRLA has a strong national and international media profile.  

6.10.7 After 2010 the long term legacy of the NRLA is uncertain and this could potentially impact upon the  

development of Live Art in Scotland.   

6.10.8 Live Art struggles for profile at the Edinburgh Festivals.  

6.10.9 Much of the sector feels that the Scottish Arts Council has a major role to play in advocating for the 

profile and development of Live Art in Scotland. There are opportunities that can be taken to allow a 

partnership approach to developing support structures for Live Art in Scotland; however these will only 

be effective if the considerable challenges that have been identified are addressed.   
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7 LIVE ART IN SCOTLAND ONLINE SURVEY  

7.1 Introduction  

7.1.1 An online electronic survey was produced and was open to responses on the Scottish Arts Council web-

site between 7 February 2007 and 19 March 2007. The purpose of the survey was to obtain additional 

data from the wider Live Art community that could be used as an adjunct to the main consultation find-

ings.  

1.1.2 The survey questions were divided into eight sections: the principal research methodology and areas of 

inquiry into Live Art production originating in Scotland, Live Art presented in Scotland; and interna-

tional touring activity developed or facilitated in Scotland. The survey was delineated into three main 

areas under the headings of:  

 

‘You and Your Work’ 

 

Current Situation 

 

Future Development   

The survey was supplemented with an introduction to the aims and purpose of the research and also 

comprised of a consent form that respondents were required to complete before undertaking the survey. 

The section ‘You and Your Work’ was designed in such a way so as to be suitable for both individuals 

and organisations to complete  

7.1.3 The survey was publicised through a variety of channels including the distribution of flyers at the 

NRLA, advertising in The List magazine, on the Hi-Arts Bulletin Board, and forwarded to membership 

lists and information bulletins belonging to New Work Network, VAGA, JISC and Arts Council Eng-

land’s ArtsNews listing. Information was also sent to contacts in the Live Art community through the 

Scottish Arts Council to relevant individuals and organisations.   

7.1.4   The survey was completed by 73 respondents.  

7.1.5 The following sections highlight the key findings of the online survey and are supplemented by the 

completed survey responses which can be found in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2  

7.1.6 In some cases it has been possible to cross-reference survey responses to provide more nuanced detail 

about the respondent such as individuals and organisation and student responses.  

7.2 Occupation, Duration and Location  

7.2.1 Of the 73 respondents, 38 were identified as individual artists, practitioners or professionals and 35 were 

organisations. Within both organisational and individual responses to questions regarding main focus of 

work there were a large range of occupations reported from both the pre-defined selections offered and 

through the option of ‘Other’ that allowed the respondent to specify their main work. Full details of re-

sponses are available in Appendix 1 and 2 
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7.2.2 The majority of organisations had been operating between 5-10 years. For the individual respondents a 

larger number had been operating for 3-5 years.  

7.2.3 The majority of the organisations were based in Glasgow, as where majority of individual respondents.   

7.3 Level and Sources of Income  

7.3.1 When asked about their organisation’s turnover the majority of respondents were either unable to pro-

vide details or simply did not wish to share this information. Of the 17 organisations four indicated 

turnover of less than £20,000. The largest number of individual responses to the question of approxi-

mate annual income indicated annual incomes of less than £15,000. Again, some respondents preferred 

not to provide detail of their income. Three indicated incomes between £15,000 -£25,000 and two 

£25,000-£35,000. It is perhaps interesting to note that according to Futureskills Scotland27 the mean av-

erage earnings of all graduates in 2001/03 in Scotland and (not just those who had recently graduated) 

was around £28,000.  

7.3.2 Sources of funding mentioned over the last two years included earned income, funding from the Scottish 

Arts Council, Local Authority, Lottery and private donations or support. It is important to note that re-

spondents might not have been aware of Scottish Arts Council funding via funds allocated to organisa-

tions supporting them through commissions etc. In terms of sources of individual income a significant  

number of respondents who provided further information included references to both part-time and full-

time paid employment outside of the arts, student loans and studentships along with employment within 

another area of the arts or arts education.   

7.4 Live Art Specific Funding  

7.4.1 The majority of organisation respondents had never received specific funding for the support or devel-

opment of Live Art activities. Again the majority of individual respondents had not received funding 

specifically for the support or development of Live Art.  

7.4.2 Other sources of funding for the support or development of Live Art mentioned in the survey included 

the Ford Foundation, Arts Council England, the Romanian Embassy, the British Council, Open Society, 

and Higher Education, gallery and art organisation commissions.   

7.5 Professional Development Challenges  

7.5.1 Both organisations and individuals were asked about their biggest challenges in terms of professional 

development in the area of Live Art and to select five options in order of significance from the follow-

ing issues:  

 

Capacity of current venues to present work 

                                                          

 

27  See glossary on Foundation Organisations 
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Few opportunities for recent graduates and emerging artists 

 
Lack of peer-to-peer dialogue about practice 

 
Limited dedicated professional development opportunities 

 

Limited international networks/networking opportunities 

 

Limited opportunities to take risks and innovate 

 

Limited partner funding 

 

Profile of Live Art in Scotland 

 

Regional and national media profile 

 

Signposting of opportunities  

7.5.2 The ‘profile of Live Art in Scotland’ was regarded as a key challenge by the majority of both organisa-

tions and individuals.   

7.5.3 Overall the five challenges eliciting most responses from organisations were; the ‘capacity of current 

venues to present work’, ‘profile of Live Art in Scotland’, ‘few opportunities for recent graduates and 

emerging artists’, ‘limited partner funding’ and ‘regional and national media profile’. For individuals 

the five challenges eliciting most responses were; ‘few opportunities for recent graduates and emerging 

artists’, ‘limited dedicated professional development opportunities’, ‘profile of Live Art in Scotland’, 

‘limited opportunities to take risks and innovate’, and ‘limited partner funding’. The five professional 

development challenges considered to be the most significant were:  

 

Profile of Live Art in Scotland 

 

Few opportunities for recent graduates and emerging artists 

 

Limited partner funding 

 

Limited dedicated professional development opportunities 

 

Capacity of current venues to present work  

7.5.4 The lowest scoring challenges for organisations and individuals were ‘signposting of opportunities’, 

‘lack of peer-to-peer dialogue about practice’ and ‘limited international networks/networking opportuni-

ties’.  

7.5.5 A number of other challenges were also referenced by organisations and individuals in terms of profes-

sional development in the area of Live Art which included issues such as:  

 

 Profile of Live Art within institutions,  

 

Identifying audiences,  

 

Connection to networks   

 

Scottish Arts Council’s lack of designated Officers 

 

Development opportunities/development paths,  

 

Knowledge gaps, 

 

Lack of suitable opportunities to present work  

7.5.6 Tables providing a visual comparison of the respective importance placed upon professional develop-

ment challenges by organisations and individuals can be found in Appendix 2 
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7.6 General Challenges  

7.6.1 General challenges to organisations related to business and enterprise development, diversity and equal-

ity issues, audience development, policy issues, etc. These also included more recognition and support 

in order for Live Art to be more accessible, development of broader networks, funding of creative ideas, 

expectations of continued output of volume and quality with small staff teams, and the cost of funding 

professional work   

7.6.2 General challenges to the development of individual work included audiences and public interest, lack 

of funding in general and more specifically relating to research, rehearsal and training, lack of dedicated 

spaces in which to develop work and scar (I may have deleted something?) city of time to develop work   

7.7 Current Situation  

7.7.1 When asked how they would describe the current support structures and infrastructure for Live Art in 

Scotland the majority of respondents, both individuals and organisations, indicated there had been im-

provements , however a significant number felt that they were weak. No respondents felt that they were 

strong or exemplary, suggesting that the perception regarding the current situation may not be particu-

larly positive.  

7.7.2 When questioned about their thoughts about how the domestic profile of Live Art within Scotland and 

across the UK compares to other practices such as classical music, theatre and dance a large number felt 

that it was emerging both within Scotland and across the UK. Few respondents seemed to feel that it had 

a strong presence.  

7.7.3 On the subject of the level of international awareness for Live Art in Scotland the majority of respon-

dents felt that there was an emerging profile. However this was countered by a number of respondents 

who felt that there was no international profile for Live Art in Scotland.  

7.7.4 On the whole respondents either agreed or strongly agreed with the premise that current Art festivals in 

Scotland benefit the development of Live Art in Scotland. Festivals and organisations such as The Em-

bassy Gallery’s Annuale, Glasgow  International, New Territories, and particularly NRLA featured 

highly in responses from those who provided further information for their answer to this question. How-

ever, there were mixed opinions on the value of such organisations to artists themselves, despite a gen-

eral agreement on the positive impact that such festivals and organisations provide.  

7.7.5 The majority of respondents agreed with the notion that people travel to Scotland specifically for Live 

Art activity. When asked about factors that may influence decisions to come to Scotland specifically for 

Live Art, the NRLA featured highly and there were a number of positive responses related to the quality 

of artistic practice and programming as a driver. Detrimental factors included distance, cost and ease of 

travel, accommodation, the need for better marketing and insufficient programming beyond NRLA.  
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7.7.6 The majority of respondents felt that there was some provision for people such as promoters, artists and 

audiences traveling to Scotland with only some considering there to be no provision for these people. 

When asked in what ways provision could be improved funding, financing and support for Scottish or-

ganisations and artists were issues, as too were marketing issues and the potential to build stronger rela-

tionships with other communities, such as English regions bordering Scotland and across  Europe.  

7.7.7 Most respondents considered festivals to be the most likely place to encounter Live Art in Scotland 

along with galleries, the public realm and theatres or a combination of the options offered.  

7.7.8 Respondents were also asked to select terms which they felt best characterised Live Art in Scotland at 

present. A large number felt that Live Art was insular with a minority believing it to be entrepreneurial 

or innovative. Other terms that respondents provided to characterise Live Art in Scotland at present in-

cluded; ‘exclusive’, ‘up and coming’ and ‘undiscovered’. A number of respondents perceived Live Art 

as inward-looking, with festivals. “largely attended by other artists and students studying courses on 

performance art etc.’ and that ‘it would be amazing to be able to publicise better exactly what kind of 

work members of the public - who have no awareness of the work being made - can come and be a part 

of.’  

7.7.9 Respondents were asked to think about the currently available capacity or support for improving the 

transition from an educational environment to practicing as an independent individual/company.  The 

majority felt that there was minimal capacity and support, followed by those who felt that support was 

adequate, but could be better. When respondents were asked about any opportunities that they might be 

aware of regarding funding opportunities for professional development for Live Art in Scotland the 

Scottish Arts Council was mentioned, along with references to local authorities, cultural enterprise of-

fices and the NRLA.  

7.8 Future Development  

7.8.1 Respondents were asked about which of a number of proposed areas they would prioritise as methods of 

support that would most benefit the development of Live Art in Scotland. They were then asked to se-

lect five options in order of priority.  

7.8.2 In terms of the highest numbers of responses, the issue of enhanced funding opportunities was regarded 

as a method of support that people would particularly prioritise, closely followed by an artist develop-

ment agency. In terms of ratings of importance these two also elicited the highest responses, followed 

by presentation opportunities and specialist advisors to the Scottish Arts Council. Studio space also fea-

tured as a high priority overall along with residencies, International opportunities and artists workshops.  

7.8.3  The responses also clearly prioritised solutions relating directly to practice, followed by operational 

priorities. Development priorities on the whole scored relatively low other than for artist development 

agency which as is noted above was the second highest priority for respondents overall.  

7.8.4 From another point of view of the respondents, the most important methods of support that could benefit 

the development of Live Art in Scotland are: 
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Enhanced funding opportunities 

 
Artist development agency 

 

Studio space 

 

Residencies 

 

Presentation opportunities 

 

Specialist advisors to the Scottish Arts Council 

 

Advocacy for Live Art in Scotland 

 

International opportunities 

 

Artist workshops  

7.8.6 The lowest total scoring priorities were dedicated Scottish Arts Council development posts, networking 

events for specialists, technical training and regional development strategies. In terms of other suggested 

areas of support provided by respondents were comments related to more support for the visual art or-

ganisations engaged with Live Art and visual art performance and the need for more scope and invest-

ment for existing promoters to further develop their programming.  

7.8.7 Respondents were asked about any models of support for the development of Live Art which they had 

experience or knowledge of and that they thought could be adopted in Scotland.  There were a signifi-

cant number of references to the Live Art Development Agency as a potential model for Scotland. Other 

comments related to the benefits and importance of initiatives such as the Winter schools that follow 

NRLA, CCA’s artist lab and the Contemporary Theatre Practice course at the RSAMD.  

7.8.8 Tables providing a visual comparison of the respective importance placed upon methods of support for 

the development of Live Art in Scotland, can be found in Appendix 4.  

7.9 Challenges and Opportunities  

7.9.1 Finally, respondents were asked what they considered to be the biggest challenges or opportunities for 

the development of Live Art in Scotland over the next 2, 5 and 10 years and in what ways the Scottish 

Arts Council could best facilitate the development of Live Art in Scotland.   

7.9.2 Across all three sub-questions, the issue of funding featured highly as did developing the career path 

and support structures available to artists as well as increasing the opportunities to develop and present 

work. Respondents raised the inter-related issues of the profile, status, awareness and audience of Live 

Art both nationally and internationally and the need to both continue and develop the support for artists 

and organisations, as key factors for sustainability.   

7.9.3 Specific comments were made about the need to ensure adequate and appropriate funding. Concern was 

expressed regarding changes to the Scottish Arts Council and the emerging Scottish Executive arts pol-

icy that were regarded as increasing local arts agendas which may also ultimately marginalise the artist.   

7.9.4 Respondents also flagged the importance of building and sustaining a positive reputation for Live Art in 

Scotland that could compete with London and more so Europe. At the same time respondents seemed to 
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be clear that experimentation was key to practice and that it was important to ensure that Live Art does-

n't become institutionalised through the use of this term. As one respondent noted:  

‘It is fundamentally about artists who create and present work in unconventional contexts, whatever it's 

called.’  

Artist  

7.9.5 A large number of responses to the question of how the Scottish Arts Council could facilitate the devel-

opment of Live Art related to the issue of increased funding opportunities for both artists and arts or-

ganisations and enhanced support for existing initiatives. Whilst there were a number of respondents 

who posited the view that a Live Art development agency would be a way in which the Scottish Arts 

Council could facilitate development, there were concerns from others that this may create a new ‘top 

down’ agency. Similarly, with regard to funding initiatives whilst there were suggestions of a dedicated 

Live Art fund there were concerns that a specific funding stream may not be entirely useful as it might 

only be allocated a small amount of money. Respondents also flagged the need for the Scottish Arts 

Council to take on specialist advice and input as part of the decision-making processes related to the 

funding and support of Live Art in Scotland.  

7.10 Summary of Key Findings  

7.10.1 The online survey replicated many of the issues and trends that were identified during the consultation 

phase. It is evident that many interviewees believe Live Art in  Scotland to be surviving rather than 

flourishing with significant challenges that need to be addressed. These have been limited to five key is-

sues:  

 

Profile of Live Art in Scotland 

 

Few opportunities for recent graduates and emerging artists 

 

Limited partner funding 

 

Limited dedicated professional development opportunities 

 

Capacity of current venues to present work  

7.10.2 The survey also echoed the needs expressed in the consultation phase and are listed here as nine areas of 

provision that those in the survey considered key to an improved infrastructure:  

 

Enhanced funding opportunities 

 

Artist development agency 

 

Studio space 

 

Residencies 

 

Presentation opportunities 

 

Specialist advisors to the Scottish Arts Council 

 

Advocacy for Live Art in Scotland 

 

International opportunities 

 

Artist workshops  
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8 LIVE ART WORKSHOP  

8.1 Introduction  
 A key output included in the original brief was that there would be a ‘feedback workshop’ looking at 

the interim findings for selected representatives of the stakeholder groups, including artists, program-

mers, producers and representatives from higher education. This workshop was convened at Tramway 

in Glasgow on the 27 April 2007.  

8.2 Feedback  
The workshop was opened with a presentation and immediate feedback on the interim findings. Break-

out sessions on the opportunities and challenges identified were convened and followed by concluding 

group feedback  

8.2.1 The discussion opened with a semantic discussion of Live Art and its place within a broad lexicon of 

practices within the visual arts including performance art, relational or socially engaged artworks, new 

media and distributed performances through to the disciplines of music, dance and theatre.   

8.2.2 This heterogeneity was seen as valuable, but difficult to support within the present funding schemes in 

Scotland where practitioners felt more dominant artforms are being prioritised. It was proposed that 

Live Art operated with other disciplines through negotiation and interference of traditional processes. It 

was also suggested that it was important to understand Live Art as a strategic term rather than an art-

form per se and that its infrastructure could be characterised as rhizomatic rather than fragmented, 

thereby enabling a diversity of scenes to emerge. It was however also agreed that none of the most re-

cent scenes to emerge, had greatly benefited from funding support.  

8.2.3 Breakout Session 

The group was split into two groups with one mainly comprised of artists and the second mainly com-

prised of programmers and higher education professionals. These two groups were invited to discus the 

five key challenges that had been presented as part of the interim findings and to consider whether these 

challenges might be overcome within the matrix of opportunities identified. The feedback from the 

workshop attendees suggested that the findings of both the online survey and consultations had been ef-

fective in determining some of the key issues facing the development of Live Art in Scotland.   
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8.3 Responses to Challenges and Opportunities  

8.3.1 A summary of the challenges identified in the workshop can be summarised thus:   

 

Navigating the existing infrastructure was seen as a challenge without a clear point of focus 

of either an organisation or physical space. It was stated that there was no physical or online 

space to share commonality of interest between interested parties.  

 

An absence of transition opportunities from Higher Education to professional practice was 

seen as a problem for emerging artists, although it was acknowledged that NRLA had a good 

relationship with RSAMD which has benefited a number of students.  

 

Absence of dynamic producers offering the level of support available in  England through 

organisations such as Artsadmin.   

 

Little scope for ambitious projects particularly those initiated by artists.  

 

There are no strategic incentives to risk programming Live Art in an ecology defined by 

scarce resources.  

8.3.2 A summary of the opportunities identified include:  

 

The potential for NRLA to build its international capacity and role as a broker of opportunity 

for Scottish artists.  

 

Extending current Winter Schools which are seen as being good models. However, it was 

stated by some participants that these might not be opportunities tailored to those wanting to 

focus their Live Art more within a visual arts arena than a more theatrical or dance based 

ecology.  

 

An advocacy campaign that might help change and update perceptions of what Live Art of-

fers to audiences. It was suggested that promoters might do more to bring the artists and au-

dience together. A co-ordinated advocacy plan might be a major part of the solution high-

lighting the diversity of practice in a variety of venues.  

 

A regular forum at an event such as NRLA for Scottish Arts Council officers, other funders, 

artists and promoters might be an appropriate context to develop and nurture sector partner-

ships.  

 

Surgeries for artists focusing on specific needs such as marketing, licensing and insurance. 

These might be professionally beneficial as there are currently few courses or workshops di-
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rected at live artists and the specific issues of their practice. A useful model was proposed as 

being Head to Head run by the Brighton Fringe.  

 

A point of access to the Scottish Arts Council, for funding and strategic advice would be 

very helpful particularly for many emerging artists  

 

A consortia that could act as a strategic voice across the gallery and more performative pro-

vision, perhaps creating some commissions that explore challenges to presenting Live Art in 

Scotland.   

 

An agency that might have a more intimate role to play in supporting the vision of artists and 

negotiating their commissions, residencies and other professional opportunities.   

 

Encouraging the sector to grow organically, using methods that come directly out of practice, 

for example commissioning an animateur to 'develop activity in Scottish Live Art.'  
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9 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS  

9.1 Summary of Findings  

9.1.1 This section offers a review of the key findings across the principle areas of research: Live Art in Scot-

land, The Consultation and the Online Survey and the response to these findings in the Workshop.  

9.1.2 The research into the contextual and strategic frameworks relevant to the support structures for Live Art 

in Scotland suggest that there are major issues to be addressed, if these practices are to thrive in Scot-

land. The current policy of the Scottish Art Council offers no explicit support for Live Art.   

9.1.3 The future for Live Art in Scotland is perhaps dependent on two convergent issues which  have been 

identified through the study; firstly, the exploitation of its potential as a strong emergent cultural market 

Internationally, and secondly, a burgeoning independent visual arts scene in Scotland that is supportive 

of Live Art as a context for artists developing innovative models of presentation.   

9.1.4 In the international arena Scotland currently hosts the NRLA, one of the world’s premier festivals of 

Live Art and has a rich heritage associated with Live Art. The NRLA currently benefits from infrastruc-

ture support from British Council Scotland, Arts Council England and the Scottish Arts Council. Other 

international support includes; the British Council Edinburgh Showcase, British Council support for the 

NRLA international producers, Arts Council England support for the Elevator programme, New Work 

Network and cross border touring, and the Scottish Arts Council funding of both individuals and organi-

sations engaged in the production and presentation of Live Art in Scotland. There is scope for consoli-

dating these investments as Live Art is strategically aligned with the Scottish Arts Council and Creative 

Scotland priorities for investment and is identified in the current arts policy documents for visual arts. 

Although Scotland has less organisations than England which develop and supporting Live Art, Tram-

way and DCA are both Foundation Organisations28 and could contribute to the future diversity and qual-

ity of development opportunities for Live Art in Scotland.  

9.1.5 The current policy documents referred to in the section, Live Art in Scotland have set out the agenda for 

funding in Scotland over the next two years. In principle, many of their aims are convergent with the 

development needs of the Live Art sector in Scotland, however here is no guarantee that Live Art will 

be allocated priority status. Three major challenges have been identified in the present Scottish land-

scape:    

1  Without a strong lobbyist (in key strategic institutions such the Scottish Arts Council for a na-

tional and international role) for Live Art in the cultural development of Scotland there is a risk that it 

will remain a marginal concern. 

2 Without investment both its national and international development would be constrained and 

is at risk of collapse.   

                                                          

 

28   A number of significant and successful bursary schemes in England allow the recipient to explore their 
practice free from the constraints of producing a specific work of art. In a sense they focus on creating oppor-
tunities for creative innovation and career changes and evaluation 
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3 There is currently no ‘Foundation organisations’ whose role is focused on the development and 

support of Live Art. Tramway and Dundee Contemporary Arts are foundation organisations who have a 

wider remit but are also significant for the infrastructure for Live Art in Scotland. New Moves Interna-

tional Ltd is however flexibly funded by the Scottish Arts Council with a currently commitment in place 

until 2009. The CCA is currently funded by the Scottish Arts Council but is undergoing a period of tran-

sition and the ongoing funding continues to be monitored.  

9.1.6 There is capacity to develop the support structures for Live Art in Scotland through urban centres of 

practice in Glasgow, Edinburgh and Dundee. There are a growing number of spaces interested in ex-

ploring Live Art providing there were better resources available to facilitate developments such as inno-

vative commissions and critical enquiry. There is particularly a need to broker support for those organi-

sations without full time expertise in this area. Live Art could become a priority area for investment for 

the Scottish Arts Council and specific funding initiatives could be delivered by the wealth of Scottish 

Live Art professionals.   

9.1.8 However there are issues which were perceived as restricting the development of Live Art in Scotland 

and these include the problem of definitions of Live Art, which make it difficult to locate in relationship 

to other artforms, a fragmented infrastructure with no identified lead agency, a current scarcity of pro-

duction and presentation spaces, current investment levels are severely restricted and there is a lack of 

investment in peer to peer support networks and professional development for either individuals or or-

ganisations  

9.1.9 Needs identified during the consultation phase and raised via the online survey have been prioritized as:  

1 Enhanced funding opportunities 

2 Artist development agency 

3 Studio space 

4 Residencies 

5 Presentation opportunities 

6 Specialist advisors to the Scottish Arts Council 

7 Advocacy for Live Art in Scotland 

8 International opportunities 

9 Artist workshops  

9.1.10 It is evident that many respondents believe Live Art in Scotland to be surviving, rather than flourishing, 

and indeed there are significant challenges to be addressed. We have limited these to five key issues:  

1 Profile of Live Art in Scotland 

2 Few opportunities for recent graduates and emerging artists 

3 Limited partner funding 

4 Limited dedicated professional development opportunities 

5 Capacity of current venues to present work  
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9.1.11 The Workshop offered a space to reflect on the opportunities and challenges identified through analysis 

of the study findings. It endorsed many of the findings across both the consultation and online survey 

and also became a context in which to discuss the complexity of defining Live Art and finding opportu-

nities that would not constrain its evolution in a number of directions.   

9.1.12 It was suggested in the consultation that despite the curatorial tensions between NRLA and other arenas 

for Live Art, the NRLA represented an opportunity to build international capacity and broker opportu-

nity for Scottish artists. In terms of an advocacy agenda it was suggested that a campaign could update 

perceptions of what Live Art offers to audiences. To build internal connectivity and nurture better sector 

partnerships a regular forum at an event such as NRLA for the Scottish Arts Council officers, other fun-

ders, artists and promoters was proposed.  

9.1.13 Additional development opportunities such as surgeries for artists focusing on specific needs such as 

marketing, licensing and insurance were suggested as vital to professionally support live artists and the 

specific issues of their practice. Improved access to the Scottish Arts Council, was also highlighted, par-

ticularly for many emerging artists. To grow the capacity of the sector in Scotland a consortia rather 

than a development agency was proposed that could act as a strategic voice across artforms, perhaps 

creating some commissions that explore challenges to presenting Live Art in Scotland. It was agreed 

that an agency might have a more intimate role to play in supporting the vision of artists and negotiating 

their commissions, residencies and other professional opportunities.   

9.1.14 To facilitate these opportunities the workshop agreed that there were at least five challenges that would 

need overcoming.   

1 Navigating the existing infrastructure was seen as a challenge without a clear point of focus.   

2 An absence of transitional opportunities for recent graduates wishing to continue Live Art prac-

tices.  

3 Absence of dynamic producers offering the level of support available in England through or-

ganisations such as Artsadmin.  

4 Little scope for ambitious projects, particularly those initiated by artists.  

5 No strategic incentives to risk programming Live Art, in an ecology defined by scarce re-

sources.   

9.2 Live Art as a Cultural Strategy 

9.2.1 If as the study suggests Live Art is not positioned as a problematic artform, but rather as a cultural strat-

egy it can be productively developed across diverse discursive  spaces and occupy a number of difficult 

positions across artforms. In Scotland this flexibility and responsiveness to changing cultural contexts 

for the production and distribution of art could be seen as a strength and more effectively resourced. 
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9.2.2 Within the current cultural paradigms defining the future creative landscape in Scotland Live Art is not 

yet seen as a foundation stone, despite its rich heritage.  

9.2.3 There is an urgent need to raise the profile of this history and frame future development and investment 

in Live Art in Scotland as essential to the cultural ambition of Creative Scotland. There are a number of 

key partners that could be supportive in this mission.  

9.2.4 Compared to the infrastructure that supports Live Art in England there is inadequate provision in Scot-

land for its artists, arts organisations and audiences.  

9.3 Consultation on Live Art  

9.3.1 The consultation provided a clear set of priorities for developmental support of Live Art in Scotland.  

9.3.2 What is encouraging about the information that surfaced from the 800 pages of transcribed interviews 

was the passion and commitment of those engaged in the funding, development and production of Live 

Art in Scotland.  

9.4 Online Survey  

9.4.1 The online survey produced a similar set of findings to the consultation, but reached a broader constitu-

ency than the interviews which was useful as it extended the reach of the study.   

9.5 Live Art Workshop  

9.5.1  The workshop findings supported the findings of the consultation and online survey.     
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10 FACILITATING THE DEVELOPMENT OF LIVE ART AS A CULTURAL STRATEGY 

10.1 Introduction 
In light of the previous chapters, that provided evidence of the current infrastructure and opportunities 

currently affecting the cultural development of the arts in Scotland, and in consideration of the current 

levels of fiscal development and the models of innovative development that have worked well else-

where, we have considered a set of suggestions that address the challenges and opportunities facing Live 

Art in Scotland.  

10.2 Options and Risk Analysis  

10.2.1 Option 1: Signpost the current development and support of Live Art in Scotland.  

The primary suggestion is that the Scottish Arts Council is clearer about its support of Live Art, for ex-

ample by highlighting its support on its website in a special project area. The website has numerous dis-

tributed texts that can be found using the search engine, but an edited section could better illustrate the 

ways in which it supports Live Art. These could include case studies of recipients of awards, such as 

Generator and Embassy, feedback and perhaps podcasts from the NRLA archive.  

A strong example of a positive profiling of Live Art is the British Council. This has had a great impact 

on the businesses and careers of the artists featured.  

It is also clear from the feedback we have received that it is not only financial resources that the sector 

requires from the Scottish Arts Council. It also needs the Scottish Arts Council to assist it in brokering 

wider social partnerships and extending the range of investment.   

Scottish live artists and promoters are also keen for workshop opportunities to discuss development-

issues and meet officers from the Scottish Arts Council. One venue that this could occur in is the Tram-

way during or near to the National Review of Live Art. Regular arts surgeries for those interested in ap-

plying for Grants for the Arts in London have resulted in an increase in the percentage of successful ap-

plications by live artists.   

Action  

Create a project space on the Scottish Arts Council’s website that highlights investment in Live 
Art with links to key organisations and support networks open to Scottish Artists.   

Initiate opportunities for the sector and the Scottish Arts Council to share their knowledge and 
priorities.   

Risk Analysis    

 

Major risks are availability of fiscal and human resources.  
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Maintenance costs of updating a website and coordination of information can be costly but 

should be covered by core overheads. 

 
Officer time or external support to provide information. 

 

Increased contact can raise expectation of financial support.  

10.2.2 Option 2: Place a strategy for Live Art at the heart of the arts policy for Creative Scotland  

To consolidate current investment in the Live Art infrastructure in Scotland and to ensure that Live Art 

has a key role to play in the art-form policies that underpin the delivery of Creative Scotland, it is essen-

tial that Live Art is located within those policies. Visibility at policy level generates confidence both in-

ternally and externally. An action plan has to be supported by a commitment to delivery and resources 

and the following plan is only feasible if artform departments own the actions.  

A strong example of this is the place of specialist practices including Live Art and Media Arts in the 

Turing Point strategy for the Visual Arts in England. The delivery of the action was distributed across 

the national offices and is part of each officer’s work plan. In Scotland this would mean that one officer 

would take a lead but share responsibility for the delivery of the plan and consult as needed with exter-

nal associates and agencies. It could charge an associate with delivery of specific aspects but much of 

the action plan will by necessity, be delivered through existing resources.   

Action     

Establish a development team across artforms in the Scottish Arts Council to lead and implement 
strategy and an action plan for Live Art.  

Revise policy documents to include the consistent use of Live Art and ensure that Live Art is iden-
tified as a priority development area in the transition to Creative Scotland.   

Include Live Art as a category of activity on funding applications.   

Risk Analysis    

 

Major risks are the finite timeframe in which this is deliverable and the capacity of officers to 

commit to additional responsibility.  

 

There are downstream fiscal implications of prioritising Live Art, but the major risk is sym-

bolic. 

 

Failure to take action will continue the marginalisation of Live Art.  

10.2.3 Option 3: Encourage risk and innovation in Live Art.  

Live Art practices that embrace risk and innovation should be supported. During the research for the re-

port we have seen that there are innovations in place in Scotland, but there are no incentives for others 

to replicate and improve upon these. This is an opportunity for Creative Scotland to champion this 
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unique field of practice. It could also help reduce the number of artists forced to leave Scotland in order 

to sustain their work and also encourage curators to take risks when presenting work.   

Action  

Commission a media campaign celebrating the history of innovation and risk in Scottish Per-
formance and Live Art, Only in Scotland.    

Encourage opened ended professional development applications.    

Encourage new models of presenting work in new contexts.   

Risk Analysis  

 

Media campaigns are costly, but a strong PR company would ensure risk management of the 

message. 

 

Available funds are limited through current funding schemes.   

10.2.4 Option 4: Invest in spaces for production and presentation of work.    

This is the highest priority for those producing Live Art in Scotland. Artists have been supported by 

both CCA and Tramway with spaces for production but resources are limited. There is an urgent need to 

invest in spaces for production and presentation. Although the need for production space does differ 

from the need for presentation space, the issues are linked and should be considered as a single priority.   

Regarding production space a way forward would be to support artist run spaces that have provision for 

rehearsal spaces dedicated to Live Art. This might include working with Wasps Trust whose ambitions 

are to support the cultural and economic status of artists through provision of affordable studio space. 

These could be shared facilities for live artists. Simultaneously it is critical that existing organisations 

with the capacity and expertise to support artists are provided with the investment to allow this to con-

tinue and expand as part of their core activity.   

In terms of presentation, this is more complex, as there is both a need to ensure current spaces continue 

with programming and also critically, that there is an investment in the diversification of spaces and au-

diences for Live Art. This needs investment both in programming money and support mechanisms, for 

practical delivery, but also in terms of curatorial development. This can be delivered within the current 

scope of the action plans of the artforms   

Action   

Increase the provision of spaces for the production of Live Art.   

Increase the current capacity of organisations presenting Live Art and diversify into new contexts.   
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Galleries with a monoculture of presentation need to be supported through focused development.    

Create a regional strategy to grow the audience for Live Art.    

Create a support mechanism of practical and curatorial advice.   

Risk Analysis  

 

Production spaces have costs associated with them and even at low rates they might be be-

yond the resources of live artists. 

 

Organisations might want to prioritise other activity which brings in more revenue. 

 

Presentation of Live Art might be difficult to encourage if programming budgets are already 

exhausted. 

 

Finding the expertise to communicate the ways in which Live Art can be contextualised for 

diverse audiences is a challenge.  

10.2.5 Option 5: Support network initiatives enabling core sector providers to lead its national develop-
ment.  

To support the delivery of this action plan it is critical that the sector continues to take responsibility for 

its future development both nationally and internationally. There is considerable expertise in Scotland in 

the support and development of Live Art.   

However, as there are no formal mechanisms of communication, joined up thinking and strategic plan-

ning is unlikely. This situation needs rectifying if Live Art in Scotland is to be seen as mature and future 

facing. It must avoid insularity and be more inclusive in its ambitions. Initiatives that aim to develop 

new networks should be encouraged with the support of those with experience in the field.   

Action   

Establish LIVE SCOTLAND as a forum and network, organised by core funded organisations 
working with Live Art and extending out to others who are interested in future development.    

Fund this group to initiate joint networking activity nationally and internationally.   

Encourage better use of existing network opportunities such as New Work Network.   

Risk Analysis  

 

Live Art in Scotland is heterogeneous and a group will only work strategically if there are 

collective benefits. 

 

It is critical that LIVE SCOTLAND is open to a diverse range of organisations and individu-

als. It must have a clear and democratic structure.  
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10.2.6 Option 6: Create a series of high profile bursaries for Scottish live artists   

Facilitated bursary schemes are proven to have immense benefits for developing artists. We have dis-

cussed a number of models that can be adapted to work in Scotland. These bursaries should be self de-

termined, but structured around a facilitated mentoring relationship. The bursary should be able to sus-

tain the individual for at least one year and include provision for national and international travel. This 

is an opportunity to grow the capacity of artists and the organisation(s) that facilitates the scheme. We 

would advise the management of this scheme is put out to tender.  

Action    

Invite tenders to design and manage a Scottish Live Art bursary scheme.   

Risk Analysis   

 

A bursary scheme needs considerable resources: financial, human and material.  

10.2.7 Option 7: Nurture emerging talent through LIVE STREAMS fund selected by sector leaders.  

Although those working in the field of Live Art have benefited from Creative Scotland awards and 

awards from artform funds, a new award for those exploring emerging tropes within Live Art, such as 

networked performances, Bioart, socially engaged practice etc., would be welcome. This would also be 

an opportunity to mix sector leaders with leading Scottish artists on a selection team and would also be a 

productive context to initiate critical dialogue. This scheme could also be put out to tender.    

Action    

Create and promote a LIVE STREAMS award.   

Convene selection group composed of curators, producers and artists.   

Risk Analysis  

 

An award needs resources to deliver and sustain it but if managed in house these resources are 

minimal.  

10.2.8 Option 8: Consolidate International Markets for Scottish Live Art  

Live Art should be a cornerstone of an international strategy as it has had a leading role in the charac-

terisation of Scotland, as both a resource and facilitator of international work of outstanding quality. At 

an international level New Moves International and Tramway in particular have a greater role to play in 

exchanging the best of Scottish culture with the world, thus enabling Scottish Artists to reach the essen-

tial markets that can sustain their practices.  
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Residency models are already in place at the CCA although drastically underfunded. Making opportuni-

ties for reciprocal Live Art Residencies at an international level would deliver significant opportunities 

and was highlighted as a priority amongst both artists and organisations.   

Action   

Ensure that Live Art is core to the delivery of the Scottish Arts Council and British Council Scot-
land’s international strategy.  

Enable key providers to build their International capacity, particularly through encouraging co-
commissioning partnerships.  

Set up International residencies for Live Art using Scottish host venues with existing capacity and 
become partners in programmes that could be extended to incorporate Scottish artists.   

Risk Analysis  

 

Existing strategy documents are unclear on artform priorities. 

 

Extending International capacity may stretch resources at a local level.   

10.2.9 Option 9: Support independent producers specialising in cross platform practices.   

With limited permanent infrastructure, the role of the independent producer is essential to the capacity 

building of the sector. The study revealed that a number of artists needed support to administrate and de-

liver complex partnerships and projects. Additionally the role of the independent producer can be as an 

enabler at a curatorial level. Both of these roles should be to be supported and developed as part of a 

flexible and dynamic infrastructure.   

Action   
Continue to encourage those working in Live Art to apply for the Creative Producer Awards.  

Encourage and advise producers on how to establish themselves as  independent companies with a 
mixed portfolio of clients.   

Risk Analysis  

 

The Creative Producers Award has a finite capacity but could be extended. 

 

Start up costs and sustainability is an issue for new businesses.       
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10.2.10 Option 10: Create an evaluation framework to measure impact of investment.  

No action plan should be approved without a clear agenda for its evaluation. The above recommenda-

tions may not all be prioritized, but the rational for those that are priorized should be clearly established. 

It is essential that the recommendations are given a time frame for successful implementation and this 

should initially be three years. It would be prudent to assess the impact of these actions on the infra-

structure that supports the development of Live Art in Scotland. This evaluation should be put out to 

tender when the Scottish Arts Council has considered how it might act on the recommendations made in 

the study.  

Action    

Evaluate the options suggested and agree a plan of delivery.   

Tender for an evaluation process of the agreed plan of action.    

Risk Analysis  

 

Without an effective evaluation strategy future investment will be compromised.  

10.3 Recommendations   

10.3.1 Based on the findings of the study we have made 10 recommendations that we believe could improve 

the support infrastructure for Live Art. These recommendations are all within the current parameters of 

opportunity that could be facilitated by Scottish Arts Council, through a combination of refocused pol-

icy and allocation of human resources within future workplans across artforms, as well as critically in-

creased investment in initiatives designed to increase the capacity of the current infrastructure to support 

emergent live artists in Scotland producing quality work.  

.
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Appendix 1 Online Survey Description  

You and Your Work Responses  

Primary Occupation   

Of the 73 respondents who undertook the survey, 38 were identified as an individual artist, practitioner 

or professional and 35 from an organisation. Within the organisation category respondents were classi-

fied as follows:‘Arts Organisation (Presentation)’ (1), ‘Network or membership organisation’ (1), ‘Arts 

organisation (Production)’ (11) and ‘Education, training or CPD organisation (including Higher Educa-

tion)’ (13). Of those identifying themselves as ‘Other Organisation’ (9), these comprised Arts Develop-

ment Agency (1), Dance Agency (1), Dance Producer (1) and Expert (1). 5 students also responded un-

der the organisational option.  

Main Focus of Work    

When asked to select the main focus of their organisation’s work from a pre-defined selection, organisa-

tion responses were ‘Academic or Critical’ (1), ‘Visual Art’ (1), ‘Live Art’ (3), ‘Higher Education’ (5) 

and  ‘Other’ (7). ‘Other’ responses included dance including promotion of Combined Arts events and 

workshops (1), combination of focus areas specified (1), Live Art and Performance (1), Production 

Management and Technical Services (1), Dance Production (1), Comedy and Fringe Theatre (1), and 

Engagement (1). Of the 5 students responding under the organisational tag, 2 identified the main focus 

of their work within the ‘Higher Education’ category above.  

Of the 38 respondents who identified themselves as an Artist, Practitioner or Professional, when asked 

to select the main focus of their work from again a pre-defined but extended selection of options, the re-

sponses were ‘Producer’ (1), ‘Higher Education’ (1), ‘Actor’ (2), ‘Choreographer’ (2), ‘Visual Artist’ 

(4), ‘Live Artist’  `(11) and ‘Other’ (12). Other responses included visual artist working mainly in        

performance (1), contemporary theatre student (1), performer/workshop leader/director (1), drama edu-

cationalist (1), circus artist (1), composer (1), creative industries (1), artist (1), stage manager/technician 

(2), and cross-disciplinary (2).  

Length of Time Working in Particular Capacity   

Most of  the respondents from organisations had been working for 5-10 years (7) and with others work-

ing for over 10 years (5) and 3-5 years (3). Even allowing for student responses within the 5-10 years 

category (3), organisation respondents were weighted more to those having had a significant amount of 

experience of the sector. Of the remaining respondents, these had been working in their current capacity 

for less than 1 year (1) and 2-3 years (1) and as such could be regarded as start-up or emergent organisa-

tions.   

For individual respondents the pattern was loosely similar with a larger number of respondents in the 3-

5 years (5), 5-10 years (8) and more than 10 years (7) categories. Across the other groupings respon-
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dents had been working in their current capacity in the following increasing order: 2-3 years (3), less 

than 1 year (4) and 1-2 years (6).  

Base by Country and by Region, City or Town   

All organisation respondents (17) were based in Scotland with the majority of those giving further detail 

on location being based in Glasgow (12). Other organisation respondents were based in Aberdeen (1) 

and Edinburgh (3). The 3 student respondents were based in Glasgow.  

The majority of individual respondents were also based in Scotland (31) with a small number based in 

England (2). Again the majority of respondents that provided further detail were based in Glasgow (18), 

with other respondents based in Aberdeen (1), Stirling and Edinburgh (7).  

Primary Location of Work by Country and by Region, City or Town  

The main location for organisation respondents’ work was Scotland (15) with others working across the 

UK (1) and internationally (1). For those providing additional detail about their primary location of 

work Glasgow (9) and Edinburgh (2) were mentioned.   

Similarly the main location for individual respondents’ work was Scotland (31) with some respondents 

working internationally (1) or ‘anywhere’ (1). Again for those  providing further detail about location 

Glasgow (12) and Edinburgh (4) featured, along with Aberdeen (1), Perthshire (1) and Stirling (1).  

Level and Sources of Income   

When asked about their organisation’s turnover the majority of respondents (10) were either unable ow 

unwilling to provide details. The largest number of responses had a turnover of less than £20,000 (4), 

then at the opposite end of the scale at more than £100,000 (2). Other respondents indicated a turnover 

of between £30,000-£50,000 (1).  

In terms of sources of funding over the last 2 years, these included earned income (3), The Scottish Arts 

Council (2), Local Authority (2), lottery (2), and private donations or support (1). Other sources that 

were referenced were healthy living networks, development grants and in the case of student responses 

student fees. It is important to note here that many respondents would not have made overt the link be-

tween the Scottish Arts Council funding to other organisations and the ‘trickle-down’ effect through 

commissioning or collaboration.  

The largest number of individual respondents to the question of approximate annual income indicated 

that this was less than £15,000 (21). Again, some respondents preferred not to provide detail of their in-

come (6) and of the remaining respondents incomes ranged between £15,000-£25,000 (3) and £25,000-

£35,000 (2). It may be worth considering this against a backdrop where according to Futureskills Scot-

land in  2001/03, the mean average earnings of all graduates (not just those who have recently gradu-

ated) in Scotland were around £28,000.  
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In terms of sources of individual income a significant number of respondents (22) who provided further 

information included references to both part-time and full-time paid employment outside of the arts, 

student loans and studentships along with employment within another area of the arts or arts education. 

Teaching or training featured (5) along with the Scottish Arts Council (1), other Arts Council funding 

(1) and  private donations or support (1)  

Live Art Specific Funding  

The majority of organisation respondents (10) had never received specific funding for the support or de-

velopment of Live Art activities. Of the other respondents, some had received specific funding this year 

(2), 1-2 years ago (1), 3-5 years ago (1) and 5-10 years ago (1), although in the case of this question it is 

possible that one organisation may have received funding across a number of these periods and there-

fore it is not possible to interpret these responses as indicating that all respondents (5) are unique recipi-

ents.  

Of those respondents providing further information regarding sources for specific funding for support or 

development of Live Art these included the Ford Foundation, the Romanian Embassy, the British Coun-

cil, Open Society, and Theater Instituut Nederlands.  

For individual respondents again the majority (20) had never received funding specifically for the sup-

port or development of Live Art and, again with the proviso above in mind, those respondents that had 

received funding had done so this year (3), 1-2 years ago (9), 2-3 years ago (5), 3-5 years ago (2) and 5-

10 years ago (2)  

Of those responses that provided more information about specific Live Art funding, sources referenced 

included gallery commissions (financed by the Scottish Arts Council), Paisley Museum, EmergeD, Ed-

inburgh College of Art, Grants for Arts award (Arts Council England), CCA, Glasgow and private sup-

port.  

Professional Development Challenges  

Both organisations and individuals were asked about what they considered to have been the biggest 

challenges in terms of professional development in the area of Live Art and to select 5 options in order 

of significance (where 1 = most significant) from the following issues: 

 

Capacity of current venues to present work 

 

Few opportunities for recent graduates and emerging artists 

 

Lack of peer-to-peer dialogue about practice 

 

Limited dedicated professional development opportunities 

 

Limited international networks/networking opportunities 

 

Limited opportunities to take risks and innovate 

 

Limited partner funding 

 

Profile of Live Art in Scotland 

 

Regional and national media profile 

 

Signposting of opportunities 
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In analysing this section of the survey we found that in terms of highest numbers of responses (26) the 

issue of the profile of Live Art in Scotland was regarded as a key challenge by both organisations (10) 

and individuals (16). Having said this, in terms of ratings of importance – i.e. those responses marked 

either 1 or 2 - the capacity of current venues to present work and few opportunities for recent graduates 

and emerging artists elicited higher responses, particularly from individuals.  

Overall the 5 challenges eliciting most responses from organisations were the capacity of current venues 

to present work (10), Profile of Live Art in Scotland (10), Few opportunities for recent graduates and 

emerging artists (7), Limited partner funding (7) and Regional and national media profile (7).   

For individuals the 5 challenges eliciting most responses were Few opportunities for recent graduates 

and emerging artists (16), Limited dedicated professional development opportunities (16), Profile of 

Live Art in Scotland (16), Limited opportunities to take risks and innovate (15), Limited partner funding 

(14).   

Across the piece we suggest that the 5 most significant professional development challenges to be ad-

dressed are  

 

Profile of Live Art in Scotland 

 

Few opportunities for recent graduates and emerging artists 

 

Limited partner funding 

 

Limited dedicated professional development opportunities 

 

Capacity of current venues to present work  

The lowest total scoring challenges for organisations and individuals were signposting of opportunities 

(12) and lack of peer-to-peer dialogue about practice (13), followed by  limited international net-

works/networking opportunities (17)  

A number of other challenges were also referenced by organisations in terms of professional develop-

ment in the area of Live Art include issues such as the profile of Live Art within one’s own institution, 

identifying audiences and keeping connected to a network which is geographically relatively distant, in-

sufficient staff, ability to present work of scale and ambition on a regular basis (due largely to funding), 

and Scottish Arts Council restructuring.  

Other challenges referenced by individuals include lack of funding for both new and existing projects 

and the impact on artists development and fees, lack of designated officers within Arts Council, lack of 

informed producers / co-ordinators within arts organisations, lack of opportunities for mid career artists, 

recent emphasis on accessibility and "family friendly" activities and associated  implications and oppor-

tunities for live art, models/paths of development for live art practice and the difficulties for those not 

conforming to this model, prescriptive nature of drama  education in schools, lack of suitable opportuni-

ties to present work.  

Tables that accompany this section providing a visual comparison of the respective importance placed 

upon professional development challenges by organisations and individuals can be found in Appendix 3  
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General Challenges  

Challenges to organisations more generally, for example related to business and enterprise development, 

diversity and equality issues, audience development, policy issues, etc. included more recognition and 

support in order for Live Art to be more accessible, development of broader networks, funding of crea-

tive ideas, expectations of continued output of volume and quality with small staff teams, the cost of 

funding professional work   

Challenges to individuals more generally in the development of their work included developing audi-

ences and public interest, lack of funding in general and more specifically relating to research, rehearsal 

and training, lack of dedicated spaces in which to develop work and scarcity of time to develop work   

Current Situation Responses  

Description of current support structures and infrastructure    

When asked how they would describe the current support structures and infrastructure for Live Art in 

Scotland the majority of respondents indicated that these were improving (22) however a significant 

number (17) felt that they were weak. Only 2 respondents felt that current structures and infrastructure 

were sufficient and no respondents felt that they were strong or exemplary suggesting that the percep-

tion regarding the current situation may not be particularly positive.  

Attitudes to Domestic Profile Compared to Other Practices  

When questioned about their thoughts about how the domestic profile of Live Art in Scotland within 

Scotland and across the UK compares to other practices such as classical music, theatre and dance the a 

large number felt that it was emerging both within Scotland (23) and across the UK (18). Few respon-

dents seemed to feel that it had a strong presence in Scotland (1) or across the UK (4), with the remain-

der feeling that within Scotland the profile was either invisible (12) or quite visible (5).    

International Awareness  

On the subject of the level of international awareness for Live Art in Scotland the majority of respon-

dents (21) felt that there was an emerging profile, with some respondents (6) indicating that they 

thought that there was an international awareness. Countering this were a number of respondents (9) 

who felt that there was no international profile for Live Art in Scotland, The remaining respondents (9) 

indicated that they didn’t know what the international profile for Live Art in Scotland might be.  

Benefit of Festivals  

On the whole respondents either agreed (17) or strongly agreed (10) with the premise that current Art 

festivals in Scotland benefit the development of Live Art in Scotland, with a reasonably large group (13) 

neither agreeing nor disagreeing with this point. Only 2 respondents felt that festivals did not benefit the 

development of Live Art in Scotland. 
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Festivals and organisations such as The Embassy Gallery’s Annuale, Glasgow International, New Terri-

tories, and particularly NRLA featured highly in responses from those who provided further information 

about their reasons for their answer to this question. However there were mixed opinions on the value of 

such organisations to artists themselves despite a general agreement on the positive impact that such fes-

tivals and organisations provide.  

Travel and Provision  

The majority of respondents (22) agreed with the notion that people travel to Scotland specifically for 

Live Art activity. Again a number of people (8) disagreed with this point and a similar number (9) ex-

pressed no opinion one way or the other. 3 respondents strongly agreed that people would come to Scot-

land specifically for Live Art activity.   

When asked about factors that may influence decisions to come to Scotland specifically for Live Art, 

the NRLA featured highly and there were a number of positive responses related to the quality of artistic 

practice and programming as a driver. Detrimental factors included distance, cost and ease of travel, ac-

commodation, the need for better marketing and insufficient programming beyond NRLA.  

In the main respondents felt that there was some provision (23) for people such as promoters, artists and 

audiences travelling to Scotland with only 7 people feeling that there was no provision for these people. 

Other respondents felt that there was either adequate provision (5) or good provision (1). 2 respondents 

felt that the provision was excellent.  

When asked what in what ways provision could be improved funding, financing and support for Scottish 

organisations and artists were issues regarded as important, as too were issues of marketing and the po-

tential to build stronger relationships with communities, English regions bordering Scotland and across 

Europe.  

Live Art in Scotland  

Most people (27) considered festivals to be the most likely place to encounter Live Art in Scotland 

along with galleries (3), the public realm (2) and theatres (1). Other responses to the place most likely to 

encounter Live Art in Scotland were a combination of the options offered along with specific mentions 

of Glasgow School of Art and Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama. Tramway, The Arches, 

Tron and the NRLA were also specifically mentioned.  

We asked respondents to select 2 terms which they felt best characterised Live Art in Scotland at pre-

sent which included entrepreneurial/innovative, inclusive, insular, and reluctant to take risks. A large 

number overall (23) felt that Live Art was insular with a significant number (17) believing that it was 

also entrepreneurial or innovative. Roughly the same amount of respondents felt that it was inclusive 

(11) and reluctant to take risks (10).  
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Other terms that respondents provided to characterise Live Art in Scotland at present included ‘exclu-

sive’, ‘up and coming’ and ‘undiscovered’. A number of respondents commented on the notion of inclu-

siveness in the sense of inward-looking, that festivals etc. seem ‘to be largely attended by other artists 

and students studying courses on performance art etc.’ and that ‘it would be amazing to be able to publi-

cise better exactly what kind of work members of the public - who have no awareness of  the work be-

ing made - can come and be a part of.’  

Transition and Career Progression   

When we asked respondents to think about what capacity or support there is at present for improving the 

transition from an educational environment to practicing as an independent individual/company the ma-

jority (22) felt that there was minimal capacity and support, followed by those who felt that support was 

adequate but could be better (10). A similar number of people thought that there was either no capacity 

(3) or good support and capacity (2), with 5 respondents indicating that they didn’t know what capacity 

or support there was for improving this transition.  

When asked about any opportunities that the respondents may be aware of regarding funding opportuni-

ties for professional development for Live Art in Scotland the Scottish Arts Council was mentioned a 

number of times, along with specific references to local authority, cultural enterprise offices and NRLA.  

Future Development  

Respondents were asked about which of a number of areas they would prioritise as a method of support 

that would most benefit the development of Live Art in Scotland, and to select 5 options in order of pri-

ority (where 1 = most significant). These areas loosely aligned into 3 main themes relating to practice 

priorities, operational priorities and development priorities.   

Practice priorities included: 

 

Artist workshops 

 

Presentation opportunities 

 

Residencies 

 

Studio space 

 

Technical training 

 

International opportunities  

Operational priorities included: 

 

Business support 

 

Enhanced funding opportunities 

 

Regional development strategies 

 

Specialist advisors to the Scottish Arts Council 

 

Advocacy for Live Art in Scotland  

Development priorities included: 

 

Artist development agency 
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Brokers for Live Art partnerships across sectors 

 
Dedicated development post(s) 

 
Networking events for specialists 

 

Mentoring  

In analysing responses to this section of the survey we found that in terms of highest numbers of re-

sponses (26) the issue of enhanced funding opportunities was regarded  as a method of support that peo-

ple would prioritise closely followed by an artist development agency (24). In terms of ratings of impor-

tance – i.e. those responses marked either 1 or 2 – these 2 respectively elicited the highest responses of 9 

and 7, followed by presentation opportunities (4) and specialist advisors to Scottish Arts Council (4). 

Studio space also featured as a high priority overall (16) along with residencies (13), International op-

portunities (12) and artists workshops (10).  

In terms of response analysis by the 3 main themes practice priorities (68) were key - with only techni-

cal training not featuring particularly highly(5) - followed by operational priorities (60). Development 

priorities on the whole scored relatively low other than for artist development agency which as is noted 

above was second highest priority for respondents overall.  

Looking across the responses given we suggest that the most important methods of support that would 

benefit the development of Live Art in Scotland from the point of view of respondents are:  

 

Enhanced funding opportunities 

 

Artist development agency 

 

Studio space 

 

Residencies 

 

Presentation opportunities 

 

Specialist advisors to the Scottish Arts Council 

 

Advocacy for Live Art in Scotland 

 

International opportunities 

 

Artist workshops   

The lowest total scoring priorities were Dedicated development post(s) (4), Networking events for spe-

cialists (5), Technical training (5) and Regional development strategies (5).  

In terms of other suggested areas of support provided by respondents were comments related to more 

support for the visual art organisations engaged with live art and visual art performance and that need 

for more scope and investment for existing promoters to further develop their programming.   

When asked about any models of support for the development of Live Art of which respondents had 

experience or knowledge of and that they thought could be adopted in Scotland there were a number of 

references to Live Art Development Agency as a potential model for Scotland, along with single sug-

gestions of New Work Network, Scotland’s Playwright Studios and Philadelphia-based inliquid.com as 

possible models. Other comments related to the benefits and importance of initiatives such as the winter 

schools that follow NRLA, CCA’s artist lab and the Contemporary Theatre Practice course at the 
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RSAMD. One respondent flagged the relationship between the arts and commercial sectors in Iceland as 

a model worth exploring. A respondent also flagged the activities of England and London in particular 

in the mid 80s to early 90s as seeming to work well with a strong peer network. Regular festivals such 

as Edge in Newcastle and NRLA and a good range of venues offer good presentation opportunities and, 

noting that Scotland of course is smaller; elements of that past model could be promoted.  

Tables that accompany this section providing a visual comparison of the respective importance placed 

upon methods of support for the development of Live Art in Scotland can be found in Appendix 4  

Challenges and Opportunities  

Finally we asked respondents what they thought will be the biggest challenges or opportunities for the 

development of Live Art in Scotland over the next 2, 5 and 10 years and in what ways the Scottish Arts 

Council could best facilitate the development of Live Art in Scotland.    

Across all 3 sub-questions, the issue of funding featured highly as did developing the career path and 

support structures available to artists and increasing the opportunities to develop and present work. Re-

spondents raised the inter-related issues of the profile, status, awareness and audience of Live Art both 

nationally and internationally and the need to both continue and develop the support for artists and or-

ganisations as key factors for sustainability.   

There was concern over the implications raised by Tramway’s refurbishment and the impact this may 

have on spaces to support rehearsal and experimentation outside of performance. Specific comments 

were made about the need to ensure adequate and appropriate funding and concern was expressed re-

garding changes to Scottish Arts Council and the cultural entitlements/planning from Scottish Executive 

that were regarded as increasing local arts agendas which may ultimately marginalise the artist.   

Respondents also flagged the importance of building and sustaining a positive reputation of Live art in 

Scotland that could compete with London and more so Europe and place Scotland ‘on the map' interna-

tionally as a place for thriving Live Art development. At the same time respondents seemed to be clear 

that experimentation was key to practice and that it was important to ensure that Live Art doesn't be-

come institutionalised through the use of this term.    

A large number of responses to the question of how the Scottish Arts Council could facilitate develop-

ment of Live Art related to the issue of increased funding opportunities for both artists and arts organi-

sations and enhanced support for existing initiatives. Whilst there were a number of respondents who 

posited the view that a Live Art development agency would be a way in which the Scottish Arts Council 

could facilitate development, there were concerns from others that this may create a new ‘top down’ 

agency. Similarly with regard to funding initiatives whilst there were suggestions of a dedicated Live 

Art fund there were concerns that a specific funding stream may not be entirely useful as it would likely 

only be allocated a very small amount of money. One respondent suggested that it may be more useful 

for departments at the  Scottish Arts Council such as drama and visual arts to have specific priorities for 

'developing the artform' which would alleviate the concerns of another respondent regarding the propen-

sity for Live Art practitioners to fall through the gaps between the Scottish Arts Council’s artform de-
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partments. Other respondents also flagged the need for the Scottish Arts Council to take on specialist 

advice and input as part of the decision-making processes related to the funding and support of Live Art.  
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Appendix 2 Online Survey Tables  

Respondent’s Primary Occupation  

Survey Question 4.1 

What would you say is your primary occupation?  

N=73  

Arts organisation (Production) 
11 

Arts organisation (Presentation) 1 

Education,  training or CPD organisation (including Higher Education) 13 

Artist, practitioner or professional 38 

Network or membership organisation

 

1 

Other Organisation  9 

   

Other Organisation respondents included Students (5), Dance Agency (1), Arts Development Agency (1), Expert 

(1), and Dance Producer (1)  

Main Focus of Work  

Organisations 

Survey Question 5.1 

How would you describe the main focus of your organisation's work?  

N=17  

Academic or Critical 1 

Dance 0 

Funder 0 

Higher Education 5 

Live Art 3 

Theatre 0 

Visual Art 1 

Other  7 
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Other responses included dance including promotion of Combined Arts events and workshops (1), combination 

of focus areas specified (1), Live Art and Performance (1), Production Management and Technical Services (1), 

Dance Production (1), Comedy and Fringe Theatre (1), and Engagement (1)   

Individuals 
Survey Question 6.1 
How would you describe the main focus of your work?  

N=33  

Actor 2 

Academic or Critic 0 

Choreographer 2 

Curator 0 

Dancer 0 

Funder 0 

Higher Education 1 

Live Artist 11 

Producer 1 

Theatre Director 0 

Visual Artist 4 

Other  12 

   

Other responses included visual artist working mainly in performance (1), contemporary theatre 
student (1), cross-disciplinary (2), performer/workshop leader/director (1), drama educational-
ist (1), circus artist (1), composer (1), stage manager/technician (2), creative industries (1), 
artist (1)  

Length of Time Working in Particular Capacity  

Organisations 
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Survey Question 5.2 

How long has your organisation been working in this capacity?  

N=17  

Less than 1 year 1 

1 - 2 years 0 

2 - 3 years 1 

3 - 5 years 3 

5 - 10 years 7 

More than 10 years 5 

   

Individuals 

Survey Question 6.2 

How long have you been working in this capacity?  

N=33  

Less than 1 year 4 

1 - 2 years 6 

2 - 3 years 3 

3 - 5 years 5 

5 - 10 years 8 

More than 10 years 7 

   

Base by Country and by Region, City or Town  

Organisations 

Survey Question 5.3 

Where is your organisation primarily based?   

N=17  

Scotland 17 
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Survey Question 5.4 

In which region city or town is your organisation based? (Optional)  

N=16  

Aberdeen 1 

Glasgow 12 

Edinburgh 3 

   

Individuals 

Survey Question 6.3 

Where are you primarily based? 

N=33  

Scotland 31 

England 2 

   

Survey Question 6.4 

In which region city or town are you based? (Optional) 

N=27  

Aberdeen 1 

Glasgow 18 

Edinburgh 7 

Stirling 1 

   

Primary Location of Work by Country and by Region, City or Town  

Organisations 

Survey Question 5.5 

Where is the primary location for your organisation's work? 

N=17  
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Scotland 15 

International 1 

UK 1 

    

Survey Question 5.6 

Which region, city or town is the primary location for your organisation's work? (Optional) 

N=11  

Glasgow 9 

Edinburgh 2 

     

Individuals 

Survey Question 6.5 

Where is the primary location for your work? 

N=33  

Scotland 31 

International 1 

‘Anywhere’ 1 

   

Survey Question 6.6 

Which region, city or town is the primary location for your work? (Optional) 

N=20  

Aberdeen 1 

Glasgow 12 

Edinburgh 4 

N/P

 

1 

Perthshire 1 

Stirling/Glasgow 1 
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Level and Sources of Income  

Organisations 

Survey Question 5.7 

What is your organisation's annual turnover? 

N=17  

Less than £20,000 4 

£20,000-£30,000 0 

£30,000-£50,000 1 

£50,000-£100,000 0 

More than £100,000 2 

Don’t know 10 

       

Survey Question 5.8 

Over the last 2 years what has been your organisation's primary source of funding? 

N=17  

The Scottish Arts Council 1 

Other Arts Council 0 

Earned income (i.e. ticket sales) 3 

Local Authority 1 

Private donations or support 1 

Sponsorship 0 

Trusts or foundations  0 

Research or development grants 0 

Other  8 
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Other sources of funding over the last 2 years includes references to local authority, big lottery, SAC, 
healthy living networks, national lottery, development grants and student fees  

Individuals 
Survey Question 6.7 
What is your approximate annual income? 

N=32  

Less than £15,000 21 

£15,000-£25,000 3 

£25,000-£35,000 2 

£35,000-£45,000 0 

More than £45,000 0 

Would prefer not to say 6 

            

Survey Question 6.8 

Over the last 2 years what has been your primary source of income? 

N=33  

The Scottish Arts Council 1 

Other Arts Council 1 

Commissions 0 

Local Authority 1 

Private donations or support 1 

Sponsorship 0 

Teaching or training  5 

Trusts or foundations  0 
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Research, development or Continuing Professional Development grants 2 

Other  22 

   

Other sources of income over the last 2 years includes references to both part-time and full-time paid employ-

ment outside of the arts, student loans, studentships and employment within another area of the arts or arts educa-

tion  

Live Art Specific Funding  

Organisations 

Survey Question 5.10 

Has your organisation ever received funding specifically for the support or development of Live Art? (Please 

select all that apply) 

N=14  

This year 2 

1 - 2 years ago 1 

2 - 3 years ago 0 

3 - 5 years ago 1 

5 - 10 years ago 1 

Never received specific funding

 

10 

       

Survey Question 5.11 

Please provide further details about any funding that your organisation has received specifically for the support 

or development of Live Art (Optional) 

N=3  

Sources referenced for specific funding for support or development of Live Art included Ford Foundation, 
Romanian Embassy, British Council, Open Society, and Theater Instituut Nederlands (3 re-
sponses)  

Individuals 

Survey Question 6.10 
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Have you ever received funding specifically for the support or development of Live Art? (Please select all that 

apply)  

N=14  

This year 3 

1 - 2 years ago 9 

2 - 3 years ago 5 

3 - 5 years ago 2 

5 - 10 years ago 2 

Never received specific funding

 

20 

   

Survey Question 6.11 

Please provide further details about any funding you have received specifically for the support or development of 

Live Art (Optional) 

N=14  

Sources referenced for specific funding for support or development of Live Art included gallery commission 
(financed by SAC), Paisley Museum, EmergeD, Edinburgh College of Art, Grants for Arts 
award (Arts Council England), CCA, Glasgow and private support (14 responses)  

Professional Development Challenges  

Organisations 

Survey Question 5.12 

What have been the biggest challenges to your organisation in terms of professional devel-
opment in the area of Live Art? (Please select 5 in order of significance where 1 = most sig-
nificant) 
N=15   

1 2 3 4 5 

Capacity of current venues to present 

work 1 1 1 4 4 

Few opportunities for recent graduates 

and emerging artists 2 0 4 1 1 

Lack of peer-to-peer dialogue about 

practice

 

1 1 0 1 0 

Limited dedicated professional devel-

opment opportunities 0 3 0 1 1 
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Limited international net-

works/networking opportunities 0 0 1 1 2 

Limited opportunities to take risks and 

innovate 3 1 1 2 0 

Limited partner funding 1 2 0 2 2 

Profile of Live Art in Scotland 2 1 5 1 2 

Regional and national media profile 2 1 1 2 2 

Signposting of opportunities 1 3 0 0 0 

   

Survey Question 5.23 
What other challenges have there been for your organisation in terms of professional devel-
opment in the area of Live Art? (Optional) 
N=6  

Other challenges referenced in terms of professional development in the area of Live Art include Profile of 
Live Art within own institution, identifying audiences and also keeping connected to a network 
which is geographically relatively distant, insufficient staff, ability to present work of scale and 
ambition on a regular basis (due largely to funding), and the Scottish Arts Council restructur-
ing (6 responses)              

Individuals 

Survey Question 6.12 

What have been the biggest challenges to you in terms of professional development in the area of Live Art? 

(Please select 5 in order of significance where 1 = most significant) 

N=15   

1 2 3 4 5 
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Capacity of current venues to present 

work 0 7 1 2 3 

Few opportunities for recent graduates 

and emerging artists 7 4 1 3 1 

Lack of peer-to-peer dialogue about 

practice

 

2 0 1 4 3 

Limited dedicated professional devel-

opment opportunities 3 2 9 1 1 

Limited international net-

works/networking opportunities 0 2 3 5 4 

Limited opportunities to take risks and 

innovate 4 2 3 2 4 

Limited partner funding 3 2 3 2 5 

Profile of Live Art in Scotland 3 3 4 3 4 

Regional and national media profile 3 3 0 5 0 

Signposting of opportunities 1 2 3 1 1 

      

Survey Question 6.13 

What other challenges have there been for you in terms of professional development in the area of Live Art? 

(Optional) 

N=16 

Other challenges referenced by individuals in terms of professional development in the area of Live Art include 

lack of funding for both new and existing projects and the impact on artists development and 
fees, lack of designated officers within Arts Council, lack of informed producers / co-
ordinators within arts organisations, Lack of opportunities for mid career artists, recent em-
phasis on accessibility and "family friendly" activities and implications/opportunities for live 
art, model/path of development for live art practice and the difficulties for those not conform-
ing to this model, prescriptive nature of drama education in schools, lack of suitable opportu-
nities to present work   

General Challenges  

Organisations 

Survey Question 5.14 

What would you say are the biggest challenges to your organisation more generally? For example challenges 

related to business and enterprise development diversity and equality issues audience development policy issues 

etc. (Optional) 
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N=5  

Challenges to organisations more generally, for example related to business and enterprise devel-
opment, diversity and equality issues, audience development, policy issues, etc. included 
more recognition and support in order for Live Art to be more accessible, development of 
broader networks, funding of creative ideas, expectations of continued output of volume and 
quality with small staff teams, the cost of funding professional work    

Individuals 

Survey Question 6.14 

What would you say are the biggest challenges for you more generally in the development of your work? (Op-

tional) 

N=21  

Challenges to individuals more generally in the development of their work included developing audiences 
and public interest, lack of funding in general and more specifically relating to research, re-
hearsal and training, lack of dedicated spaces in which to develop work and scarcity of time 
to develop work   

Description of current support structures and infrastructure  
Survey Question 7.1 

How would you describe the current support structures and infrastructure for Live Art in Scotland? 

N=41  

Weak 17 

Improving 22 

Sufficient 2 

Strong 0 

Exemplary 0 

    

Attitudes to Domestic Profile Compared to Other Practices 
Survey Question 7.2 

How do you feel that the domestic profile (within Scotland and across the UK) of Live Art in Scotland compares 

to other practices such as classical music theatre dance fine art etc.? 

N=42  

Weak Within Scotland Across UK 
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Invisible 12 6 

Emerging 23 18 

Quite visible 5 11 

Strong presence 1 4 

   

International Awareness 
Survey Question 7.3 

What kind of international awareness do you think there is for Live Art in Scotland? 

N=42  

No international profile

 

9 

Emerging profile 21 

Awareness internationally 6 

Strong international presence 0 

No international profile

 

9 

   

Benefit of Festivals 
Survey Question 7.4 

Do you think that current Art festivals in Scotland benefit the development of Live Art in Scotland? 

N=42  

Strongly agree 10 

Agree 17 

Neither agree nor disagree

 

13 

Disagree 2 

Strongly disagree 0 

      

Survey Question 7.5 

What are the reasons for your answer to the previous question? (Optional) 

N=23 
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Festivals and organisations such as The Embassy Gallery’s Annuale, Glasgow International, New Territories, and 

particularly the National Review of Live Art featured highly in responses. However there were mixed opinions 

on the value of such organisations to artists themselves despite a general agreement on the positive impact that 

such festivals and organisations provide.  

Travel and Provision  

Survey Question 7.6 

To what extent do you think that people travel to Scotland specifically for Live Art activity?  

N=42  

Strongly agree  3 

Agree 22 

Neither agree nor disagree

 

9 

Disagree 8 

Strongly disagree 0 

   

Survey Question 7.7 

What factors do you think may influence the decision to travel to Scotland specifically for Live Art activity? 

(Optional) 

N=27  

NRLA again featured highly as a factor in influencing decisions to travel to Scotland, and there were a number of 

positive responses related to the quality of artistic practice and programming as a driver. Detrimental factors in-

cluded distance, cost and ease of travel, accommodation, the need for better marketing and insufficient program-

ming beyond NRLA.   

Survey Question 7.8 

How would you characterise provision for people such as promoters, artists and audiences travelling to Scotland 

for Live Art activity?  

N=38  

No provision

 

7 

Some provision 23 

Adequate provision 5 

Good provision 1 
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Excellent provision 2 

      

Survey Question 7.9 

Are there any particular ways in which you think provision could be further improved? (Optional) 

N=11  

Funding, financing and support for Scottish organisations and artists were issues regarded as important to im-

proving provision, as too were issues of marketing and the potential to build stronger relationships with commu-

nities, regions bordering Scotland and across Europe.  

Live Art in Scotland  

Survey Question 7.10 

Where do you think is the most likely place(s) to encounter Live Art activity in Scotland? 

N=42  

Festival 27 

Gallery 3 

Theatre 1 

Public realm 2 

Other  9 

   

Other responses to the place most likely to encounter Live Art in Scotland were a combination of the options 

offered along with specific mentions of Glasgow School of Art and Royal Scottish Academy of Music 
and Drama. Tramway, The Arches, Tron and the NRLA were also specifically mentioned.  

Survey Question 7.11 

Which of the following terms do you think best characterise Live Art in Scotland at present? (Please select 2 

only) 

N=41   

1 2 

Entrepreneurial/Innovative 11 6 

Inclusive 6 5 
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Insular 14 9 

Reluctant to take risks 5 5 

Other (Please provide further information) 4 9 

   

Survey Question 7.12 

If you selected 'Other' in response to the question above which term(s) do you personally think best characterises 

Live Art in Scotland at present? 

N=14  

Transition and Career Progression   

Survey Question 7.13 

In your opinion what capacity or support is there at present for improving the transition from an educational envi-

ronment to practicing as an independent individual/company? 

N=42  

No capacity

 

3 

Minimal capacity and support 22 

Adequate support but could be better 10 

Good support and capacity structures 2 

Don’t know 5 

   

Survey Question 7.14 

Are you aware of any opportunities for funding professional development of Live Art in Scotland? What are 

these?  

N=24   

Future Developments  

Survey Question 8.1 

Which of the following areas would you prioritise as support that would most benefit the development of Live 

Art in Scotland? (Please select 5 in order of priority where 1 = highest priority) 

N=38   

1 2 3 4 5 
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Advocacy for Live Art in Scotland 3 1 3 2 2 

Artist development agency 9 3 3 5 4 

Artist workshops 1 3 3 0 3 

Brokers for Live Art partnerships 

across arts sectors such as Visual Arts 

Dance Theatre and New Media 1 1 3 1 2 

Business support 0 3 2 2 0 

Dedicated development post(s) 0 2 1 0 1 

Enhanced funding opportunities 7 7 6 5 1 

International opportunities 2 2 3 2 3 

Mentoring 0 1 1 1 4 

Networking events for specialists

 

1 0 1 1 2 

Presentation opportunities 4 3 1 2 2 

Regional development strategies 1 1 0 1 2 

Residencies 0 1 2 7 3 

Specialist advisors to the Scottish Arts 

Council 4 2 1 1 3 

Studio space 3 5 2 4 2 

Technical training 0 1 3 0 1 

Other area of support (Please provide 

further information) 1 0 1 0 0 

   

Other areas of support included the comments that more support for the visual art organisations who 
support live art would help in the areas of visual art performance and that there needs to be 
scope and investment for existing promoters to further develop their programming.       
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Appendix 3 Operational Priorities   

Figure 1: Operational Priorities  
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Figure 2: Significance of Lack of Peer-to-Peer Dialogue     

Figure 3: Significance of Limited International Networks   
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Figure 4: Significance of Limited Opportunities to Take Risks    

Figure 5: Significance of Limited Partner Funding  
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Figure 6: Significance of Media Profile   

Figure 7: Significance of Signposting Opportunities 
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Figure 8: Significance of Few Opportunities for Graduates              
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